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Time To Back Up
Their Words

Lafayette’s back
at the Square

The Tigers routinely
say they must “prove”
to the critics they are a
legitimate Top 25 team.
After a drubbing at
Oklahoma State, they
have their work cut out
for them. P. 14

Lafayette’s Music
Room is returning
to Overton Square. The
latest tenant to commit to
the entertainment district
will feature two live
music acts seven days
a week. P. 21
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Team Players
Cardinals, Redbirds leaders P. 16
look for deals with city
for AutoZone Park

Deal would have the Cardinals purchasing the Redbirds, the city taking over ownership of AutoZone Park and the Cardinals leasing the ballpark from the city. 

Childcare
Options

Connection
complete

Busy Memphis
families find nannies
as good timesaving
alternative. P. 7

Opening of eight-mile
stretch finishes longawaited Tenn. 385
highway. P. 26
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This week in Memphis history:

2012: U.S. District Judge Samuel “Hardy” Mays ruled the six suburban towns
and cities in Shelby County had to stop their movement toward suburban school
districts, voiding the moves they had made to date toward the goal.
2011: The city installed bicycle lanes on Madison Avenue between McNeil and
North Cooper streets.

1974: The U.S. Comptroller of the Currency asked to meet with the board
of Union Planters National Bank to discuss a possible cease and desist order
against the Memphis bank because of illegal or unsound banking practices. The
notice prompted a change at the financial institution that brought it back from
the financial brink.
Source: 'The Turnaround" by John J. Pepin
And a hoarse George Harrison made his only post-Beatles concert appearance
in Memphis at the Mid-South Coliseum. Ravi Shankar opened the show.

1923: Work was about to begin on a viaduct on the Arkansas side of the river
leading to the auto sidings on the Harahan Rail Bridge across the Mississippi
River. The structure leading to the auto lanes added to both sides of the bridge
replaced an older viaduct structure that a front-page article in The Daily News
described as “feared by all auto tourists.” The steel structure where the auto
lanes once were is to be gutted and replaced starting later this year on the
northern side of the bridge to build a pedestrian and bicycle boardwalk across
the Mississippi River.

Shelby County Schools
Sued Over School Access
A man who has organized antiabortion demonstrations in Memphis
since the 1970s marking the anniversary
of the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1973 ruling
making abortion legal is suing Shelby
County Schools in U.S. District Court for
the Western District of Tennessee over the
school system’s refusal to allow him to use
White Station High School.
Kent Pruett filed the suit Wednesday,
Nov. 20, in Memphis federal court, with
legal representation from the Center for
Religious Expression.
Pruett has organized past Roe v. Wade
marches and speeches that included
stops at Central High School over the
years. Pruett moved the march and rally
to a private facility in Bartlett in 2011 and
2012.
He was denied use of White Station
High School this year and applied to use
the school again on Jan. 19, 2014, and was
again denied.
Schools officials cited their policy
denying such access to school facilities for
“staging and/or disbanding of any protest
march, demonstration, or like activity
aimed or directed toward any segment of
the community.”
Pruett wants the policy declared
unconstitutional by the court and voided.
He is also seeking preliminary and permanent injunctions that would allow him to
use a public school in connection with
the annual march.
Pruett’s legal claim is that the Shelby
County Schools policy violates constitutional guarantees of the right to free
speech and expression as well as freedom
of assembly.

County Commission To
Vote on Schools Friday
Shelby County Commissioners were
scheduled to meet Friday, Nov. 22, at 1
p.m. to vote on the agreement for school
buildings in the forming Arlington and
Lakeland municipal school districts.
The commission was scheduled to
meet Thursday but commissioners set a
Friday back-up date in case they got the
contracts and other documents later than
expected. They did get them later than
expected after Monday’s regularly scheduled commission meeting.
That’s where the first public word of a
tentative agreement surfaced publicly.
Meanwhile, Arlington aldermen voted
Wednesday, Nov. 20, to authorize Arlington Mayor Mike Wissman to sign the deal
for Arlington schools.
Shelby County Schools board members approved the agreements with Lakeland and Arlington at a special meeting
Tuesday.
The agreement also includes a provision that would drop Arlington and
Lakeland from the pending federal lawsuit third-party claim filed by the County
Commission that contests the creation of
the suburban school districts.

Hollywood Feed Adding
Stores in Alabama, Texas
Memphis-based Hollywood Feed is
growing.

The pet business plans to open its
third and fourth Alabama locations by
year-end. The two new stores in Huntsville – one of which will open this month,
the other in December – will complement
the retailer’s two existing Alabama stores
in Birmingham.
Hollywood Feed also plans to expand
into Texas in 2014. And the retailer recently completed a 60-second television spot
focused on its custom line of dog beds.
Hollywood Feed offers a selection of
natural and holistic pet foods and products, professional pet grooming, training
classes and washing stations for use by
dog owners.

Average Mortgage Rate
Drops to 4.22 Percent
Average U.S. rates on fixed mortgages
declined this week after two weeks of increases, keeping home-buying affordable.
Mortgage buyer Freddie Mac said
Thursday that the average rate on the
30-year loan fell to 4.22 percent from to
4.35 percent last week. The average on
the 15-year fixed mortgage dipped to 3.27
percent from 3.35 percent.
Rates had spiked over the summer and
reached a two-year high in July on speculation that the Federal Reserve would slow
its bond purchases later this year. But
the Fed held off in September and now
appears poised to wait at least a few more
months to see how the economy performs. The bond purchases are intended
to keep long-term interest rates low.
Mortgage rates tend to follow the yield
on the 10-year Treasury note. They have
stabilized since September and remain
low by historical standards.
Still, mortgage rates are nearly a full
percentage point higher than in the
spring. The uptick has contributed to a
slowdown in home sales. The National
Association of Realtors said sales of existing homes fell 3.2 percent in October, the
second straight monthly decline.

Unemployment Benefit
Applications Decline
The number of people applying for
U.S. unemployment benefits fell 21,000 to
a seasonally adjusted 323,000 last week,
the lowest since late September and further evidence of an improving job market.
The Labor Department said Thursday
that the less volatile four-week average
fell for the third straight week to 338,500.
Both figures are near pre-recession levels.
Applications are a proxy for layoffs.
They had spiked in early October because
of the partial government shutdown and
processing backlogs in California. But
first-time applications have now fallen
in five of the past six weeks. The decline
indicates that employers are laying off
fewer workers.
“If claims can remain at this week’s
level it would be easier to believe in the
idea that ... payroll growth could break
out to the upside,” said Ian Shepherdson,
chief economist at Pantheon Macroeconomics.
Some economists warned that last
week’s Veterans’ Day holiday may have
exaggerated last week’s decline because
many state government offices were
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closed on Nov. 11.
But the broader trend has been
downward. The steady declines suggest
hiring will remain healthy in the coming months. Employers added 204,000
jobs in October, shrugging off the 16-day
shutdown.
Job growth accelerated over the
summer. Employers added an average
of 202,000 jobs per month from August
through October. That’s up sharply from
an average of 146,000 in May through July.
The solid gains should help boost economic growth next year. Greater hiring,
combined with modest increases in pay,
appears to be supporting more spending.
Higher retail spending last month has
raised hopes that the holiday shopping
season will be better than many analysts
expected.
Still, the economy is far from healthy.
More than four years after the recession
officially ended, the unemployment rate
remains high at 7.3 percent.
And nearly 3.9 million people received
benefits during the week ended Nov. 2,
the latest data available. That’s down
about 33,000 from the previous week.
That total has fallen 26 percent in the past
year.

tuition hike the previous academic year.
“Effective allocation of available
resources and improved efficiencies at the
university will permit this to occur while
we focus on serving more students and
improving graduation rates,” Martin said
in the written statement.
Any decision on tuition is ultimately
up to the state Board of Regents.

University of Memphis Not
Backing Tuition Hike

CVS Raising Money
For St. Jude

The University of Memphis is not
backing the idea of a tuition increase the
Tennessee Board of Regents is considering for the 2014-2015 academic year.
Interim university president Brad
Martin took the unusual step of putting out a press release this week saying,
“Tuition at the University of Memphis will
not increase for the 2014-15 year.”
Martin was reacting to public state
budget planning sessions Tennessee Gov.
Bill Haslam has been conducting for the
last two weeks in Nashville. During the
session on higher education, leaders of
the state system said they expect a tuition
hike will be necessary.
Since taking the helm of the city’s largest higher education institution, Martin
has emphasized building enrollment at
the university and keeping tuition level.
Specifically reacting to the budget
planning sessions in Nashville, Martin
pointed to a 6 percent tuition increase for
the current academic year and a 7 percent

CVS Caremark has launched its 10th
annual holiday season in-store fundraiser
to support St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital.
Through Dec. 7, customers can add $1
to $3 to their purchases at the register to
help St. Jude. Customers shopping online
at www.cvs.com/stjude also have the opportunity to donate $1 at checkout.
CVS is participating in St. Jude’s
Thanks and Giving holiday campaign.
Since the campaign’s inception, CVS and
its customers have raised more than $37
million to support St. Jude, including
nearly $6.4 million last year.
Funds raised by CVS customers and
colleagues during the Thanks and Giving
campaign support the CVS Caremark
Rehabilitation Services Center at St.
Jude. The facility, which opened in 2009,
doubled the space at St. Jude dedicated to
providing audiology, occupational therapy, physical therapy and speech-language
pathology services to St. Jude patients.

Chamber Releases
‘10 to Watch’ List
The Greater Memphis Chamber has
released its latest annual list of 10 local
companies to watch in the coming year.
The companies – chosen for making big
strides this year and for their potential for
even greater things in 2014 – are: BioNanovations, Highwoods Properties Inc.,
International Paper Co., Kronos Energy
Solutions, The Regional Medical Center at
Memphis, Memphis College of Art, nexAir,
Prodigi Arts, RedRover Sales & Marketing
and Victory Packaging.
The next issue of the chamber’s Memphis Crossroads Magazine, which will
be distributed at the chamber’s Annual
Chairman’s Luncheon Dec. 10, will have
more details about each company.

2-3 RuRal SaleS
RepS Needed
6-figure income possible with proven training.
Overnight travel typical 4 days/week.

Consumer Prices Drop
On Cheaper Gas
Cheaper gasoline lowered overall U.S.
consumer prices slightly in October. But
outside the steep drop at the pump, inflation stayed mild.
The consumer price index fell 0.1
percent last month, down from a 0.2
percent increase in September, the Labor
Department said Wednesday. The October
decline was due mainly to a 2.9 percent
drop in gasoline costs, the largest since
April. Over the past 12 months, overall
prices have risen 1 percent, well below
the Federal Reserve’s inflation target of 2
percent.
PNC Bank chief economist Stuart
Hoffman said the low inflation reading
ensures that the Fed will continue its extraordinary measures to spur growth.
“From the Federal Reserve’s perspective, inflation is too low, one reason why
the central bank continues to provide
massive stimulus to the economy,” Hoffman said in a note to clients.
Excluding volatile energy and food
costs, so-called core prices rose 0.1
percent in October from September and
have risen just 1.7 percent over the past
12 months. The prices for new vehicles,
clothing and medical care declined last
month. But airfares rose a whopping 3.6
percent.
U.S. gasoline prices began falling in
the spring and reached two-year lows
earlier this month. The average price of a
gallon of gas was $3.21, according to AAA’s
Daily Fuel Gauge Report.

Literacy Mid-South Moving
To Playhouse on the Square
Literacy Mid-South is moving to
Playhouse on the Square effective Dec.
1, leaving its transitional space at United
Methodist Neighborhood Centers.
The literacy organization will be
housed on the fifth floor at Playhouse,
which will be its new home after five
months in a temporary space in search of
something more permanent. The group’s
executive director, Kevin Dean, sent out
notice of the move earlier this week and
said the group looks forward to “new
collaboration potential with our office
mates,” such as Project Green Fork, Indie
Memphis and others.
Literacy Mid-South earlier this year
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moved to United Methodist Neighborhood Centers from the Cooper-Young
area, a move that shrunk its space from
10,000 square feet to about 1,700 square
feet. That change resulted in savings
that the group plowed back into literacy
programs.

Restore Medical Moving
To One Commerce Square
A small but growing medical-equipment maker has selected the One Commerce Square building Downtown for its
corporate headquarters.
Restore Medical Solutions will relocate
from its current office space at 62 N. Main
St. in January, occupying around 4,250
square feet in One Commerce Square.
The One Commerce space will house
the company’s executive and support
staff, while its assembly and distribution
operations will be housed at the Memphis
Bioworks Foundation building on South
Dudley Street.
Phil Dagastino Jr. and Bentley Pembroke of Cushman & Wakefield/Commercial Advisors Asset Services represented
One Commerce Square in the transaction.
Restore Medical’s new headquarters
is another ray of light for One Commerce
Square and the Downtown office market
as a whole, which has been saddled with a
vacancy rate of 29.6 percent.
This year, Pinnacle Airlines decided
to relocate to Minneapolis and vacate
170,000 square feet in One Commerce
Square. However, the state of Tennessee,
which is vacating the Donnelley J. Hill
State Office Building, is leasing 100,000
square feet in One Commerce.
Restore Medical, founded by Flynn
and Ryan Ramkhelawan, moved from
Atlanta to Memphis in 2012 to participate
in the inaugural class of Memphis Bioworks’ ZeroTo510 accelerator program.
Among other developments, the company
invented a surgical tray and method that
increases speed and efficacy in reprocessing sterile surgical instruments.

Officials Expect More
People Directed to TennCare
While Tennessee residents have been
slow to buy health insurance through a
new online exchange, state officials said
Monday that the number of people being

OK, now that
you have this baby...
it’s not about you any more.

(855) 888-4122
pltnm.com/Memphis
Go to TUCI.org for a copy of the Parents Guide to Kindergarten Readiness.
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directed to the state’s expanded Medicaid
program is higher than expected.
The online insurance marketplaces
and the Medicaid expansions are part of
President Barack Obama’s health care law.
Officials had projected that the
exchanges would identify nearly 47,000
people who are eligible for TennCare but
not enrolled.
However, TennCare Director Darin
Gordon told Gov. Bill Haslam during a
Monday budget hearing the figure will
more likely be about 52,000 for fiscal year
2015.
“It is concerning,” Gordon said. “But
at this point, we don’t have anything to
cause us to revise our numbers.”
Just in case, Gordon is asking the
governor for an additional $180 million
in the agency’s budget. He stressed the
importance of TennCare maintaining a
healthy reserve, which is currently about
$315 million.
“If ... we start seeing increases in those
numbers on eligible but not enrolled,
we need to make sure we have adequate
reserves to be able to make sure that it
helps make those rough places smooth,”
Gordon said.
So far, only about 1,000 people have
purchased health insurance through the
online exchange in Tennessee. Part of the
problem may be due to issues with the
website to purchase the insurance.
There are about 982,000 uninsured

people in Tennessee. Before Tennessee
officials decided earlier this year not to
participate in a partnership with the federal government in establishing a health
insurance exchange, they estimated that
about 300,000 could participate in the
insurance marketplace. Some estimates
put that number as high as 600,000.

Homebuilder Confidence
Holds Steady in November
U.S. homebuilders’ confidence in the
housing market held steady this month,
but many are worried that another fight
over the federal budget could cause
would-be buyers to put off home purchases.
The National Association of Home
Builders/Wells Fargo builder sentiment
index released Monday stayed at 54 this
month. October’s reading was revised one
point lower from its initial estimate.
Readings above 50 indicate more
builders view sales conditions as good,
rather than poor.
The index has stayed above 50 now for
six straight months after being below that
level since May 2006. It has held steady,
even as mortgage rates have come off
their record lows and home sales have
slowed. Those readings suggest most
builders are still optimistic that the housing recovery will endure.
But the trade association noted Mon-
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US Employment Costs Up
0.4 Pct. in Third Quarter
Compensation costs for U.S. workers rose modestly in the July-September
quarter as the cost of benefits such as
health insurance rose more rapidly than
wages and salaries.
The Labor Department says that compensation increased a seasonally adjusted
0.4 percent in the third quarter compared
to the April-June quarter when compensation had risen 0.5 percent. Wages and
salaries, which make up 70 percent of
compensation costs, rose 0.3 percent in
the third quarter while benefits were up
0.7 percent.
Over the past 12 months, compensation costs have risen a modest 1.9
percent. The Great Recession, which saw
millions lose their jobs, has kept a lid on
wage growth. That has meant low inflation overall, a factor that has allowed the
Federal Reserve to keep interest rates low
to boost the economy.
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day that many consumers are holding off
on buying a home because of concerns
over another budget fight in Washington.
Lawmakers reached a temporary agreement last month to reopen the government after a 16-day partial shutdown, but
another potential shutdown looms.
“Policy and economic uncertainty is
undermining consumer confidence,” said
David Crowe, the NAHB’s chief economist.
Builder confidence took a hit in
October because of the shutdown. Some
buyers found it harder to close on their
mortgages.
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A panel of Memphians to come up
with three to five finalists for the University of Memphis presidency meets for the
first time Dec. 4.
The panel of 22, appointed by the
Tennessee Board of Regents, is being
led by attorney Greg Duckett, senior
vice president and corporate counsel of
Baptist Memorial Health Care Corp. and a
member of the Board of Regents.
Board of Regents Chancellor John
Morgan will choose the permanent successor to Dr. Shirley Raines, who retired
this summer. Brad Martin has been serving as interim president since the start of
the academic year.
The search panel’s first order of business will be to set criteria for the search.

Health Support Effort
Launches in Tennessee
UnitedHealthcare has launched an
effort in Tennessee to provide one-on-one
health support to TennCare-eligible individuals who have unmanaged or complex
health conditions.
The Neighborhood Connections program is creating health assistance centers
in communities across the state and
hiring workers from those local communities. Coordinators will help participants
set health and self-management goals,
and create health, emotional and social
support plans. The coordinators will also

follow up in person to help participants
address challenges.
Neighborhood Connections centers
already have begun opening elsewhere
in the state, and a center in Memphis will
open before the end of the year.

Supreme Court Rejects
Look at NSA Program
The Supreme Court is refusing to
intervene in the controversy surrounding
the National Security Agency, rejecting
a call from a privacy group to stop NSA
from collecting the telephone records
of millions of Verizon customers in the
United States.
While the justices on Monday declined to get involved in this issue, other
lawsuits on the topic are making their
way through the lower courts around the
country.
But in the case at hand, the Electronic
Privacy Information Center bypassed
lower courts and said that only the Supreme Court can overrule a decision by
the secretive Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, whose order allowing NSA
to get the records cannot be reviewed by
other federal courts.

Heimbach Chosen as New
Tennessee State Architect
The State Building Commission has
unanimously voted to name Peter Heimbach as Tennessee’s new state architect.
The state architect oversees the state
Capitol and its grounds, along with the
state’s other building and land development projects. He also develops design
standards for state agencies.
Heimbach succeeds Bob Oglesby, who
was named commissioner of the state Department of General Services in August.
Heimbach is a graduate of the University of Tennessee’s architecture program
and spent 12 years at the architectural
firm Beeson, Lusk and Street Inc.
In his previous role he has served as
the executive director of Tennessee’s Real
Estate Asset Management.

TVA Increases CEO
Pay in Fiscal 2013
The Tennessee Valley Authority says in
a filing that it paid Chief Executive Officer
Bill Johnson $5.9 million during his nine
months on the job in fiscal year 2013.
That’s almost $2 million more than
the federal utility paid former CEO Tom
Kilgore, who retired at the end of 2012,
during his last year with the agency. He
made just under $4.03 million.
The Chattanooga Times Free Press
cited the TVA’s year-end financial report,
which was filed Monday with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission.
The utility said that even with the
increase Johnson’s pay is still below the
industry average.
TVA is the nation’s largest public utility, supplying power to about 9 million
people in Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky, Georgia, North Carolina
and Virginia.
Most of his salary came from performance incentives of nearly $2.6 million
and deferred compensation payments
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of $2.06 million. His base salary for nine
months of work was $712,500.
Other top executives at TVA saw a
decline in pay.
Chief financial officer, John Thomas,
received $2.1 million in 2013, or 3.3 percent less than in 2012. TVA’s chief counsel,
Ralph Rogers, received 25 percent less
than the previous year with pay of $1.9
million.
The utility ended fiscal 2013 with $271
million in net income on $11 billion in
operating revenues. Although the utility
has a decline in sales, it said record levels
of hydroelectric generation helped offset
increased fuel costs.
“TVA reported solid financial results
in 2013 despite lower sales and revenues,”
Johnson said in a statement.
“We experienced lower demand for
power during the year due to the shutdown of a major customer facility, a slowgrowing economy and adoption of energy
conservation by customers,” he said.

Panel to Aid Veterans
Seeking Higher Education
Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam wants to
help veterans seeking a higher education.
He has formed a task force to evaluate
how to best serve those seeking a certificate or degree beyond high school.
The task force is part of the governor’s
initiative to raise the number of Tennesseans with a certificate or degree beyond
high school from where it stands today at
32 percent to 55 percent by the year 2025.
Members of the panel will speak to
higher education leaders, veterans, advocacy groups and others and present recommendations to the governor in June.

Dixon Hughes Hires
Eight in Memphis
The Memphis office of Dixon Hughes
Goodman has made eight hires.
Dixon Hughes, the largest certified
public accounting firm based in the
South, has hired Jessie Austin, Lee Harris
and Jack Kaler as associates in the firm’s
dealer services group, which focuses
on the specialty accounting needs of
automotive and heavy truck dealerships.
Mack Widder, Lauren Leone and Kimberly
Kirkland have been hired as associates in
the firm’s tax department, and Domina
Cox and Lawson Kilpatrick are associates
in the audit department.
Dixon Hughes focuses on eight major
industries and serves clients in all 50
states.

Yahoo Vows to Encrypt
All Personal Data
Yahoo is expanding its efforts to
protect its users’ online activities from
prying eyes by encrypting all the communications and other information flowing
into the Internet company’s data centers
around the world.
The commitment announced Monday
by Yahoo Inc. CEO Marissa Mayer follows
a recent Washington Post report that the
National Security Agency has been hack-

ing into the communications lines of thee
data centers run by Yahoo and Google
Inc. to intercept information about what
people do and say online.
Yahoo had previously promised to
encrypt its email service by early January. Now, the Sunnyvale, Calif., company
plans to have all data encrypted by the
end of March to make it more difficult
for unauthorized parties to decipher the
information.
Google says many of its services already are encrypted.

Factory Production Rises
0.3 Percent in October
U.S. factories increased production
for a third straight month in October, as
stronger output of primary metals and
furniture offset declines in auto production.
Manufacturing output rose 0.3 percent last month, up from 0.1 percent in
September, the Federal Reserve reported
Friday. Factory output is the biggest component of industrial production, which
also includes mining and utilities.
Overall industrial production fell 0.1
percent after a 0.7 percent September
gain. The mining sector, which includes
oil and gas drilling, declined 1.6 percent
after six months of gains. Utility output
fell 1.1 percent.
Manufacturing has been gaining
strength in recent months. Output has
risen in five of the past six months. And
factories have stepped up hiring over the
past three months, according to the government’s October employment report
released last week.
Factories are busier in part because
overseas growth has picked up and the
housing recovery has driven more demand for furniture and other wood products. Automakers are also having their
best year for sales since the recession,
although production of motor vehicles
and parts fell 1.3 percent in October after
two months of gains.
Output of primary metals such as steel
rose 1.1 percent and furniture production
was up 1.5 percent.
Economists were encouraged by the
gains in manufacturing after a period of
weakness in the spring and early summer. They predicted those increases
would continue, helped by strengthening
overseas demand and less impact from
federal government spending cuts and tax
increases.
“As long as the overseas recovery
continues and the domestic fiscal drag
fades, output should continue to grow at
reasonable rates,” said Paul Dales senior
U.S. economist at Capital Economics.
The government report was the latest
sign of strength for manufacturing. A
private sector report from the Institute
for Supply Management showed factory
activity climbed to a 2.5-year high in October. The group’s manufacturing index
has risen for five straight months.
The October gain was especially encouraging because it showed the federal
government’s 16-day partial shutdown
had little effect on manufacturers.
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Kiersten Bagley Joins
Speak Creative
Kiersten Bagley has joined Speak
Creative as a digital marketing and PR
specialist.
Bagley, who previously was with Howell Marketing, is the 20th team member
at Speak in what is a new position created
to offer more services from the agency,
including strategic content writing, media
placement and more.
Jacob Savage, owner and president
of the Memphis-based Web design and
interactive agency, told The Daily News in
September that Speak would be adding
to its staff thanks to an influx of requests
from businesses looking to take their
digital offerings to a new level.

Senate Panel Advances
Yellen’s Bid to Lead Fed
A Senate panel on Thursday advanced
Janet Yellen's nomination to lead the Federal Reserve, setting up a final vote in the
full Senate after lawmakers return from a
two-week Thanksgiving break.
The Senate Banking Committee approved her nomination on a 14-8 vote.
Sen. Joe Manchin, D-V.Wa., was the only
Democrat to oppose Yellen's nomination.
Republican Sens. Bob Corker of Tennessee, Tom Coburn of Oklahoma and Mark
Kirk of Illinois supported her.
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Yellen's path to confirmation also
became easier on Thursday when the
full Senate voted to change its rules for
approving all presidential nominees other
than Supreme Court selections. Now a
simple majority will be required, instead
of 60 votes.
Republicans could still try to delay
the final vote to focus attention on other
issues. For example, Sen. Lindsey Graham
has threatened to hold up nominations
for government positions until survivors of last year's deadly attack on the
diplomatic post in Libya appear before
Congress.
But Democrats control 55 votes in the
chamber, so such tactics could easily be
overcome.
Yellen was nominated by President
Barack Obama in October to succeed Ben
Bernanke, whose second four-year term
as chairman will end Jan. 31.
She would be the first woman to lead
the Fed and the first Democrat to do
so since Paul Volcker stepped down in
1987. She made clear at the committee's
hearing last week that she's prepared to
support the Fed's extraordinary efforts to
bolster the economy until there are clear
signs of a sustained rebound and further
improvement in the job market.
As a result, the Fed's low-rate policies are expected to continue under her
leadership.
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Elkington, Harris
Talk of Beale Street
Nonprofit Entity
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The Daily News is supportive, including in some case
being on the boards of, the following organizations:
Literacy Mid-South, Grace St. Luke's Episcopal
School, Wolf River Conservancy, Ronald McDonald
House, Great Outdoors University, Tennessee Wildlife
Federation, Temple Israel, St. Jude's, St George's
Independent Schools, Shelby Residential & Vocational
Svcs, Shelby Farms Park, Calvary & The Arts, Bridges,
Boys & Girls Club of Greater Memphis, Binghampton
Development Corporation, U of M Journalism Dept.,
Chickasaw Council Boy Scouts, Memphis Leadership
Foundation, Junior Achievement, Overton Park
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he next manager and developer
of the Beale Street entertainment
district should be a nonprofit
entity similar to the Downtown Memphis Commission
that focuses on improving
the district and planning
for its expansion, according to longtime Beale Street
developer John Elkington
and Memphis City Council
member Lee Harris.
Elkington, who opened
the renovated Beale Street
district 30 years ago this past
October, and Harris talked
Elkington
about the future of the district and tourism on the WKNO-TV program “Behind The Headlines,” hosted by
Eric Barnes, publisher of The Daily News.
“I think we need a consistent plan
of where we’re going,” Elkington said. “I
think when I was involved, one guy made
the decisions basically, and that was probably not good. But I got all the criticism, so
I guess I got to make the decisions.”
Harris talked of a more cautious approach than when the district was seeking
to lease up property, which is now 94
percent occupied.
“I’m not sure that the next manager of
that street should be a for-profit corporation,” Harris said. “For-profit operations
are going to risk-seek. And I’m not sure
this is the time to swing for the fences.”
The program can be seen on The Daily
News Video page, video.memphisdailynews.com.
Elkington said the city needs to rethink
its tourism master plan, which he sees as
stagnating.
“I don’t think the city ought to be
investing in a baseball stadium, and I
don’t think the city should do a lot of the
things that they do. I see Beale Street as a
finished product that has an opportunity
to expand and do other things,” Elkington
said. “All the things that have made us an
attraction are starting to get some hair on
them.”
He favors an expansion to the south
and the west, toward the Mississippi River,
as well as an expansion of the Memphis
Cook Convention Center or the construction of a new convention center.
Harris said the city “doesn’t have the
capacity” now to finance either option for
a convention center.
“I think the immediate priorities that
we could actually touch and get some-

thing done on right now are hotel rooms,”
Harris said. “If you move west down Beale
Street, there is property there.”
For nearly 20 years, Elkington has
talked of a westward and southern expansion that links up with the National Civil
Rights Museum, a link that turned up as
part of the Wharton administration’s larger Heritage Trails
development plan, which
has stalled.
Harris foresees a nonprofit entity that includes
business leaders and elected
leaders guiding the district’s
future direction and growth.
“I think we’ve got models
– the Downtown Memphis
Commission,” he said. “They
manage day-to-day operations. They have a dedicated
revenue source. But they still come to
the City Council and city government at
least once a year so we can go over their
budget and how they are spending their
resources.”
Elkington agrees on a nonprofit group
that makes group decisions but doesn’t
think direct involvement by elected officials in that body is the way to go.
“Beale Street is pretty well set now.
We’re 94 percent occupied. We just have
some office space that is vacant. We have
no receivables. We have very little payables,” he said. “I think you need to have
a body that’s consistent that will be there
that won’t have sudden changes.”
Elkington’s Performa Entertainment
remains in day-to-day control of the district for the city.
That is pending acceptance by U.S.
Bankruptcy Court Judge Jennie D. Latta
of an agreement in which the city will pay
Elkington back for $500,000 he took out
in a personal loan for improvements to
Handy Park.
When it comes, Elkington will then
formally exit as developer.
But Elkington points out that the Shelby County Chancery Court suit between
the city of Memphis and the nonprofit
Beale Street Development Corp. will still
remain. He believes that is likely to drag
on for several more years.
The BSDC is a middleman between
the city, which owns the property on
Beale, and the developer that was set up
by the city in the mid-1970s.
“They wanted black participation, so
they said, ‘Let’s set this organization up,’
and they didn’t empower it,” Elkington
said. “I think we’ll be in court for another
year or so deciding what their role is or are
they going to be involved.”
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Memphis Airport
Adds Free Wi-Fi
Cargo numbers once again
bolster MEM’s bottom line
during month of October
Michael Waddell
mwaddell@memphisdailynews.com
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Maggie Smith found a career as a nanny she first thought would be temporary. She is pictured
with the Lankfords, from left, 6-year-old Matthew, 2-year-old Suzanne, and 4-year-old Micah.

Childcare Options
Busy Memphis families find nannies as good alternative
Susan Agee
Special to The Memphis News

W

hen most people hear the
word “nanny,” they probably
think of Mary Poppins or
Fran Fine or some other fictional character employed by incredibly wealthy
people. The reality is that nannies are
used often by incredibly busy families.
So where can one go to find a good
nanny in Memphis? Or where can one
go to find a job as a nanny? There are
several options.
Websites like Care.com and
GreatAuPair.com offer opportunities
for nannies and employers to connect
online. Both of these companies are
international and place nannies in
several countries. Au pairs are nannies
who leave one country for educational
or personal reasons, and take care of a
family’s children in exchange for housing in their new location.
Care.com and GreatAuPair.com also
offer listings for elder care, pet-sitting,
short-term babysitters and tutors.
Both of these sites offer guidelines and
services to assist clients in finding the
most suitable nanny for their situation, and they also offer background
check services. Care.com is constantly
expanding its services, and has even
linked with corporate employers to be
offered as a part of their employees’
benefit packages.
Anannyonthenet.com, easyaupair.
com and sitter.com offer similar services just in the United States. Nanny jobs
are also listed on all of the well-known
employment websites like monster.
com and Indeed.com.
But maybe the best way to find

a nanny job in Memphis is the same
method that works best for other jobs
or anything else – word of mouth.
People who work with children and do
it well get talked about in the right way.
Word gets around. This was the case for
Maggie Smith. She is in her second official nanny job, and this one has lasted
for almost seven years. She was with
her first family for two years, and at the
time, she thought of caring for children
as a temporary thing.
“I wasn’t looking to work as a
nanny,” she said. “I had been studying interior design at the University of
Memphis.”
A friend of her mother’s had heard
about Smith’s previous work with
children as a babysitter and at The
Children’s Museum of Memphis, and
asked if she would be interested in a
short-term nanny job. The offer came
at a time when Smith had made the difficult decision to not carry on her family’s 30-year-old silk screening business.
“That was one of the hardest and
most adult decisions I’ve ever had to
make,” Smith said.
She took the nanny job because it
was a job, but she kept looking ahead
to when she would get an “adult” job.
Then the nanny job got extended from
six months to two years. When the end
was approaching, Smith found herself
pushing the idea of finding another job
to the back of her mind.
Then one Saturday she received a
call from Ann Lankford. The Lankfords
needed a flexible full-time nanny who
could start that summer. Smith was

happy to have the job, but she still
didn’t think of it as a step toward a
long-term career.
“Becoming a nanny was not the direction I wanted my life to take,” Smith
said. “But that’s where God wanted to
take it. So I followed.”
Smith considers herself well compensated. Her salary reached $30,000
this year, and she works four days a
week for a total of 40 hours. She doesn’t
get health benefits, but uses services
offered by the Church Health Center.
While she gets four weeks of paid
vacation, she gets no “official” sick
days. She tries to give her employees
as much advance notice as possible
when she does have to be off, just like
at any other job. Smith says she tries
not to miss, because it’s difficult for the
Lankfords to find someone who can fit
three car seats into their car.
Otherwise, they have to find
multiple people to care for their three
children who range in age from 2 to 6.
“I like to think of it as it just takes
more than one person to be able to do
the job I do,” Smith said. “That makes
me feel pretty good.”
Smith describes the Lankfords as
excellent employers who respect her
opinion and appreciate her work. They
hold a yearly meeting with her to discuss goals for the children and ways for
Smith to improve her job.
“I know there are people out there
who get paid more or have better
benefits, but all things considered, I
am one very happy accidental nanny,”
she said.

emphis International Airport continues to add new customer-friendly
amenities this year, including the
introduction Thursday of free Wi-Fi service
throughout Terminals A, B and C.
During the Memphis-Shelby County
Airport Authority board of commissioners
Thursday, Nov. 21, monthly board meeting,
officials discussed the ongoing upgrades and
renovations occurring at the airport.
“The plaza and walkway from the new
Ground Transportation Center will be finished
in a month, just in time for the holiday travel
season,” said airport board chairman Jack Sammons.
Another major issue on the table this
month was a potentially costly mandate from
the Transportation Security Administration.
Airports across the country, including Memphis, are joining forces to challenge the TSA’s
recent mandate that the airports manage and
pay for security in the airports’ exit lanes. Since
2002, the TSA has considered the exit lanes as
part of the screening areas that it controls and
staffs. The mandate affects about 155 airports
and 350 exit lanes across the country, including
three exit lanes at Memphis International, according to airport general counsel Brian Kuhn.
Meanwhile, the number of nonstop destination flights at the airport held steady from
September to October, with 42 total nonstop
destination flights to 33 cities. The overall passenger load factor jumped by 4 points from last
month, with Southwest Airlines and U.S. Air
leading the way at 82 percent.
“Year-over-year we’ve had an increase in
O&D (origin and destination) traffic for the
month of October. I think this is attributed to
lower prices and Southwest Airlines,” said Forrest Artz, the airport’s chief financial officer and
director of finance.
Due to the Delta Air Lines’ reductions earlier this year, total enplanements have dropped
31.4 percent for the fiscal year-to-date, to just
less than 2 million by October from 2.9 million
by October 2012. Compared to October 2012,
total enplanements dropped 29 percent, falling to 182,872 enplanements this year from
257,824 last October.
Cargo continues to be the airport’s strong
sector, as Memphis International – the world’s
second-busiest cargo airport behind only
Hong Kong – again saw strong activity last
month from FedEx and UPS. Increased cargo
numbers are also being driven by a recent
16 percent increase in international activity.
Total cargo handled for October increased 7.5
percent year-over-year, with roughly 820 million pounds compared to 762 million pounds
handled in October 2012. For the 2013 fiscal
year-to-date, cargo handled is up 3.2 percent.
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Leases Push Renaissance Center Near Capacity
The Renaissance Center office building
in East Memphis should be near capacity
early next year, following a series of recent
lease signings.
Financial Federal signed a lease on
Tuesday, Nov. 20, to occupy 27,000 square
feet on the first and second floors of the
Renaissance Center, 1715 Aaron Brenner
Drive. In addition to the new location, the
growing financial firm will have signage
atop the East Memphis office building
along Poplar Avenue east of Interstate 240.
“I think the real estate implications are
tremendous, given the amount of recent
activity we’ve seen along the Poplar corridor,” said Ron Kastner of CB Richard Ellis
Memphis.
Kastner represented landlord FCA
Fund Memphis I LLC in the transaction.
Wyatt Aiken and Jacob Biddle of Cushman
& Wakefield/Commercial Advisors represented Financial Federal.
Aiken said Financial Federal timed the
lease signing perfectly.
“This office lease in one of the top
Class A-plus buildings in Memphis may
well be the tipping point for rents in that
submarket,” Aiken said. “Financial Federal’s timing was impeccable.”
In addition to Financial Federal, Mid

South Title is currently negotiating a lease
to occupy around 3,400 square feet at
Renaissance Center.
Financial Federal and Mid South Title
will join Legacy Wealth Management,
Reliant Investment Management and
LPS Integration, which all recently signed
leases at Renaissance Center.
“After this flurry, Renaissance Center
will be 95 percent occupied after being in
the mid-low 80s for the past five years,”
Kastner said.
Activity along the Poplar corridor
between I-240 and Kirby Parkway, which
has become the city’s central business
district, has gained momentum over the
last few moths, a trend likely to continue
into 2014.
“The Class A sector along Poplar is
now at 10 percent vacancy, and within that
set, the top six ‘Class A-plus’ (buildings)
are less than 6 percent vacant on average,”
Kastner said. “This scarcity of available
space in this submarket is leading to
increased rental rates and longer term
leases. We expect this trend to continue
until a new building is built, which could
take in excess of 18 more months until
that space is on the market.”
Rising rental rates fueled by the scar-
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Wenco Files Construction
Loan for Volvo of Memphis
Kate Simone
ksimone@memphisdailynews.com

7910 Trinity Road
Cordova, TN 38018

Volvo of Memphis
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Moriarty Rd
Loan Amount:
$4.2 million
Loan Date: Nov. 7, 2013
Maturity Date: n/a
Borrower: Wenco
Rd
ty
Properties LLC
ini
Tr
Lender: Wells Fargo
Bank NA
Details: Wenco
Properties LLC has filed
a $4.2 million construc7910 Trinity Road, Cordova, TN 38018
tion loan through Wells
Fargo Bank for the Volvo
of Memphis dealership it is building at 7910 Trinity Road in Cordova.
The Nov. 7 deed of trust, assignment of rents and leases, security agreement and
fixture filing comes a few months after Wenco filed a $3.5 million building permit
application with the city-county Office of Construction Code Enforcement for the
project.
Ernest Norcross, who owns Volvo of Memphis, signed the trust deed as manager of
Wenco Properties.
The dealership is going on 5.7 acres on the north side of Trinity Road just west of its
intersection with North Germantown Parkway. It is being built under Volvo Cars
North America’s new design standard, called Volvo Next Face.
Volvo of Memphis will vacate its current location on Covington Pike and move into
the new facility next summer.
Grinder, Taber & Grinder is the general contractor for the project, and Fleming Associates Architects PC is the architect of record.

seen leasing activity.
city of prime East Memphis office space,
Swain Wealth Partners at Raymond
particularly in blocks larger than 8,000
James recently renewed its lease for
square feet, could lead more and more
1,888 square feet at Clark Tower.
tenants to look for better deals in
Brand Cook and Phil Dagastino Jr.
new space.
with Cushman & Wakefield/Com“Over the last five years, landmercial Advisors represented the
lords had not been pushing relandlord, In-Rel Properties.
newal rental rates and were happy
CoWorx Staffing Service
just getting what they could
recently signed a new lease
get, so not too many tenants
for 1,787 square feet at Clark
decided to move during that
Tower. Dede Malmo with
period,” Kastner said. “Now
MalmoMemphis Real Estate
that’s changed, and stronger
Amos Maki
demand is allowing landInked Inc. represented CoWorx,
while Cook and Dagastino
lords to increase rates both on
represented In-Rel.
renewals and on advertised rates.”
Meanwhile, another local bank could
soon set up shop in East Memphis. Brokers have been aggressively seeking a financial services firm to lease around 8,000
square feet at 5350 Poplar, the office building on Poplar near Estate Drive known
as the SunTrust Bank Building. In April,
SunTrust closed it bank branch there after
previously relocating other bank functions
there to other locations.
Another East Memphis office building, the soaring Clark Tower on Poplar, has

1105 W. Poplar Ave.
6085 Stage Road
3660 Austin Peay Highway
Memphis, TN
Sale Amounts: $1.3 million (West
Poplar), $2 million (Stage Road), $1.9
million (Austin Peay)
Sale Date: Oct. 30, 2013
Buyer: Spirit Master Funding LLC
Seller: Shelton Development Co.
LLC (West Poplar); Shelton Development Co.-Memphis LLC (Stage
Road, Austin Peay)
Loan Amount: $7.5 million
Loan Date: Oct. 29, 2013
Maturity Date: n/a
Lender: Citibank NA
Details: Three Memphis-area Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen properties
have been purchased by an Arizona
real estate investment trust for $5.1
million.
Spirit Master Funding LLC, a REIT
affiliated with Scottsdale, Ariz.,
Spirit Realty Capital, bought the
properties Oct. 25 from Shelton
Development Co. LLC in separate
transactions, paying $1.3 million for
the Popeyes at 1105 W. Poplar Ave. in
Collierville, $2 million for the one at
6085 Stage Road in Bartlett and $1.9
million for the one at 3660 Austin
Peay Highway in Memphis.
Built in 2000, the Collierville Popeyes measures 3,226 square feet
and is on 0.8 acres on the south side
of West Poplar east of Poplar View
Parkway. The Shelby County Assessor of Property appraised it this year
at $917,900.
The 3,744-square-foot Bartlett Popeyes was built in 1985 and is situated on 1.2 acres on the south side

In other leasing news, Care Spot Express Healthcare has leased 3,284 square
feet in the Commons of Dexter Lakes at
1645 N. Germantown Parkway. Andrew
Phillips and Ed Thomas of Colliers International Memphis represented the landlord, 1645 North Germantown Holdings
LLC, while John Reed with The Shopping
Center Group LLC represented the tenant.
Send commercial lease announcements
to Amos Maki, who can be reached at 5212464 or amos@memphisdailynews.com.

of Stage between Bartlett Boulevard
and Elmore Park Road. The assessor’s 2013 appraisal is $763,600.
And the Austin Peay Popeyes, built
in 2004 and measuring 2,302 square
feet, is on 1.3 acres on the southeast
side of Austin Peay southwest of
Joslyn Street. Its 2013 appraisal is
$622,200.
In conjunction with the purchases,
Spirit Master Funding filed a $7.5
million deed of trust through Citibank NA. Gregg A. Seibert signed
the loan as senior vice president of
Spirit SPE Manager LLC, the managing entity behind Spirit Master
Funding LLC.
0 Kirby Gate Blvd.
Memphis, TN 38119
Loan Amount: $11.1 million
Loan Date: Nov. 1, 2013
Maturity Date: n/a
Borrower: Oaktree Health & Rehabilitation Center LLC
Lender: Simmons First National
Bank
Details: Oaktree Health & Rehabilitation Center LLC has filed an $11.1
million trust deed for the property it
bought a year ago in the Kirby Gate
business campus.
The limited liability company filed
the Tennessee open end deed of
trust with security agreement and
assignment of rents and leases
through Simmons First National
Bank Nov. 1. J.R. Lewis signed the
trust deed as Oaktree’s chief manager, while Richard B. Griffin II signed
as its secretary and manager.
The Shelby County Assessor of Property’s 2013 appraisal is $934,300.
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Money&Markets Extra
The stock market is up roughly 25 percent
this year, causing some investors to
fear that the economy cannot grow fast
enough to keep the rally going. But Jerry
Webman sees reasons for hope. Stocks
are still trading near their historic averages
based on corporate profits, while the
impact of Washington gridlock appears
to be fading, says the chief economist for
OppenheimerFunds, an investment firm
that manages $228 billion.

Insider
Q&A

Title:
Chief economist and
senior investment
officer for OppenheimerFunds

The Standard & Poor’s 500 index
has surged by 25 percent this year.
Should we be worried that it can only
go down?
I keep coming back to simple thinking
about where the stock market is relative
to corporate earnings. The S&P 500 is
trading at about 16 times earnings. That

What he suggests:
The stock market
hasn’t maxed out its
growth yet

Jerry Webman

is close to the historic average. I would
be worried if that ratio was closer to
20 times earnings. What really matters
to investors are the chances for better
earnings going forward. For the moment,
it looks like we’re at the long-term
average. So I’m not worried. Plus, we’re
starting to see a global recovery that will
drive profits.
Can investors expect stronger
earnings if the economy is expanding
at less than 3 percent a year?
Remember, the government created
roughly a 1.5 percent drag on growth
this year. That is due to the income tax
rate hike at the start of the year and the
automatic budget cuts known as sequestration. Another round of sequestration
cuts are slated for 2014, but the higher

tax rates are already in place. As a result,
some of that fiscal drag from this year
should fade next year, so we should be
able to do better in terms of GDP growth.

When the Fed first talked about pulling
back on its purchases in May, we saw
interest rates rise on U.S. Treasury notes.
That ripples through the economy. In firing
that warning shot, the Fed slowed down
housing and, probably, motor vehicle
sales. Both of those sectors depend on
consumer credit and interest rates.
The Fed is watching all of that. It’s
not on autopilot. If the reaction from the
financial markets is extremely negative,
the Fed can reduce the speed at which
they end QE3. Outgoing Fed Chairman
Ben Bernanke has made it pretty clear
that the central bank will not act in ways
that are disruptive to parts of the economy
that are sensitive to interest rates.

You have an adage, “Hating the
government is not an investment
strategy.” What do you mean by that?
About 80 percent of the economy is in
private hands. We know the public is very
dissatisfied with Congress. We know that
President Obama’s approval ratings are
the lowest of his administration. However,
people tend to confuse their political
views with the prospects for making
money.
How should investors prepare as the
Federal Reserve prepares to unwind
its monthly bond purchases?

Interviewed by Josh Boak. Answers edited for content and clarity.
AP

An exclusive club

BEHIND THE BRAND AIR LEASE (AL)

Ten stocks in the Standard & Poor’s 500 index have more
than doubled in value this year. Among those, three have
tripled: Netflix, Best Buy and Micron Technologies. Still more
are on track to join their ranks by year-end.
The stock market has surged 26 percent, fueled by rising
corporate profits and continued economic stimulus from
the Federal Reserve. The S&P 500 is up 165 percent since
hitting a bottom in March 2009.
Best Buy jumped to the top of the S&P 500 after finishing
as one of the bottom three performers in 2012. The upcoming holiday season could play a pivotal role in the electronic
retailer’s future trajectory.

ON TRACK

DOUBLED

TRIPLED

Thursday’s Avg. price
target
close
Netflix (NFLX)
Best Buy (BBY)

Micron Technology (MU)
Delta Air Lines (DAL)
Pitney Bowes (PBI)
Boston Scientific (BSX)

$348.50
39.07
19.99
28.04
23.67
11.93

21.50
30.88
22.00
12.09

78.47
15.76
174.91

61.98
17.60
69.35
71.63
48.80

46.62
17.50
69.90
81.27
62.47

Airlines often need to bolster their
fleet, but aren't looking to buy new
aircraft. That's
where Air Lease
comes in.
The
company, which
operates nearly
200 planes that it leases to airlines
worldwide, was founded in 2010
and went public the following year.

P/E Avg. broker rating
ratio* sell hold buy

YTD%
change

$337.16 276%
46.49
230

Tripadvisor (TRIP)
87.27
Genworth Financial (GNW)
15.20
Celgene (CELG)
158.61

First Solar (FSLR)
Etrade (ETFC)
Constellation Brands (STZ)
Gilead Sciences (GILD)
GameStop (GME)

Fleet flier

293
lost money

215
136
122
108

18
12
29
lost money

101
97
96
95
95

13
lost money
9
39
15

108
102
102

GROWING FLEET: Air Lease has
agreed to buy 33 of Boeing's 787s,
the jets dubbed the Dreamliner. In
the July-September quarter, the
company added eight aircraft,
boosting its fleet to 182 planes. It
expects to add another 11 aircraftt by
the end of this year.

57
15
46

Thursday’s close: $31.47

Price-earnings ratio : 19

(Based on trailing 12 month results)

1-YR price change
AL: 42%
S&P 500: 29%
Market value: $3.3billion

Trevor Delaney; J. Paschke • AP

Source: FactSet *based on trailing 12 month results

The Los Angeles-based company
has benefited from growing
demand as more
travelers take to
the skies and
airlines
modernize aging
fleets. Its profit
more than doubled last year, and
analysts expect a 38 percent gain
this year.

Source: FactSet

STABLE LEASES: The
company has no leases
expiring this year and no
more than 5 percent of its
aircraft currently being
leased by customers are up
for renewal each year
through 2017.

•As of Sept. 30, Air Lease's customers
included 79 airlines in 45 countries.
• In the nine months through Sept. 30,
revenue up 32 percent to $615.8
million and net income up 43 percent
to $131.6 million.
Alex Veiga, Jenni Sohn • AP
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Education That
Works an Idea That
Is Win-Win-Win
John Adams expressed his thoughts on education saying, “There are two educations. One should
teach us how to make a living, and the other, how to
live.” His words seem to foreshadow
a high school here in Memphis
whose mission is to do just that.
Memphis Catholic High
School’s Education That Works
component is a unique approach
to education that expands the
internal and external
Mary C. McDonald
learning environment,
Guest Column
and links the classroom
and the workplace so that students are prepared for
college and beyond.
It was an idea that started out as a way to provide
financial assistance to students from low-income
families in underserved urban areas so that they
would have an affordable opportunity to attend a
private school, and a choice in their education. The
benefits to the students mirror the benefits to the
businesses who partner with the school by providing
entry-level positions to the students, and a corporate
world experience.
And the Memphis community reaps the benefits
as the beneficiary of an educated workforce with
the experience and work ethic needed to make our
community competitive in the marketplace. It is a
win-win-win idea.
Education That Works is a corporate internship
program where students, in teams of four, each work
one day a week in local businesses and nonprofit
organizations. The other four days of the week, the
students attend classes in a faith-based traditional
college prep program that has an extended day and a
longer school year.
There is also a robust student life at the school,
and a variety of extracurricular offerings that
promote leadership, team-building and service to
the community. The students come to school, and
to their jobs, with a seriousness of purpose, highly
motivated, and well-prepared to meet their responsibilities. They have quickly become a valued part of
the corporate organization. In return for their services
to the companies, the students earn two-thirds of
their tuition from the corporate sponsors and gain
valuable work experience.
By the time they graduate, they have worked
at four different organizations and have learned a
variety of new skills. They also bring to the companies
a highly developed set of skills, particularly in the area
of technology.
What make this education model so successful is
the commitment of the corporate sponsors, sponsors such as FedEx, AutoZone, Le Bonheur, Terminix,
ALSAC/St. Jude, Re Transportation, Baptist Health
System, and many others who see the benefit to their
organization, and to the community, by investing in
these students’ success.
And succeed they do. The school has a 99
percent graduation rate, and 100 percent of the
graduates have been admitted to college. Nearly twothirds have received college scholarships and attend
colleges and universities across the country as well
as in the Mid-South. And, according to the reports
from corporate sponsors, their success is reflected
in their corporate assignments as well. The students
are beating the odds, the predictions of their current
economic situations, and living out the education that
John Adams saw as a needed value for this country.
Contact Dr. Mary C. McDonald, a National Education Consultant, at 574-2956 or visit mcd-partners.
com.

H o s p i ta l i t y

River Inn Reopens Terrace
With Full Year as Goal

The River Inn, the boutique hotel that opened in 2007 on Mud Island, has added a
rooftop restaurant called the Terrace at River Inn.
(Memphis News File/Lance Murphey)

The Terrace at River Inn, at 50 Harbor Town Square on Mud Island, is
now a restaurant that’s open year-round, offering river views and new
cuisine in a setting no longer limited by the weather or the time of year.

Andy Meek
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

T

he River Inn, the boutique
hotel on Mud Island that
opened in 2007, has reopened its upper-level terrace after
making some changes designed
to add even more comforts for the
hotel’s guests.
The Terrace at River Inn, at
50 Harbor Town Square, is now a
restaurant that’s open year-round,
offering river views and new cuisine
in a setting no longer limited by the
weather or the time of year.
The reopened section of the
hotel is on the top floor of the
River Inn and includes new design
touches courtesy of architect Berry
Jones of S. Berry Jones Architects
and designer Greg Baudoin of Ray &
Baudoin Interior Design.
Folding windows are among
the new touches. River Inn general
manager Karl Friedrich said the
windows now help control temperature throughout the year and can
be used to let the river breeze in if
needed or to keep the area dry if a
storm passes through.
“In the spring and fall when
the weather is really nice, you just
fold them open,” he said. “You’re 12
feet high in this open area, looking over the Mississippi River and
at the Memphis bridge. And when

the weather is bad, when it rains or
when it’s too cold or too hot, you
can close the windows and enjoy
the air conditioning or heating
up there.”
The terrace adds a new special
touch to a hotel already inspired
by the chateaus of Europe and the
boutiques of New Orleans.
Most of the River Inn’s rooms
have views of the Mississippi, and
each floor includes a small nook
area with stocked bookshelves
and coffee carafes, among other
amenities.
The new terrace restaurant seats
60 and includes groups of sofas and
high and low tables. It’s open seven
days a week starting at 5 p.m. From
Sunday through Thursday, the area
closes at 10 p.m., and on Friday
and Saturday the terrace closes at
11 p.m.
During the day, it’s available for
catered private functions and other
special events.
“Basically, when the hotel was
built, we had a rooftop terrace that
was open where we had some furniture and umbrellas up there that
was mainly available to our patrons
staying at the hotel or coming up for
a drink in the afternoon,” Friedrich
said. “We also had a bar set up and

served appetizers up there. However, because it was open, we only
had usage for about two-and-a-half
to three months out of the year.
If it was too cold, for example, we
couldn’t use it. So we made a change
and decided to remodel the terrace
into a place that can be used yearround with a roof on it.
“We completely redecorated
the terrace with a very hip kind
of design, done by a local interior
decorator, so it’s a completely new
bar with chairs, tables and new surroundings. The menu itself has been
designed to be a small plate menu,
and it features everything from scallops to beef tenderloin crostini.”
The menu, executed by restaurant chef Jesse Belew, is centered
around sharable plates with items
like house-made French fries
and pan-seared sea scallops with
hoecakes and lamb sliders with
mint-yogurt sauce. Belew trained
under Kjeld Petersen at the Inn at
Hunt-Phelan and also has worked
at Erling Jensen and Interim, among
other places.
The restaurant’s manager is
Marcell Jones, a popular longtime
bartender at Paulette’s, and he also
created a custom cocktail menu for
the restaurant.

For more local and national news, visit www.memphisdailynews.com
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Medtronic Revenue Rises;
Spine Business Sags

Christ Community
Opens Women’s
Health Center

Michael Waddell

Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

mwaddell@memphisdailynews.com

M

edtronic Inc. on Tuesday announced increased
net income company-wide, while business at its
Memphis-based spine division sagged.
The Minneapolis-based producer of implantable heart
devices, insulin pumps and spine surgery products posted
overall net income of $902 million for its second quarter of
fiscal year 2014, ended Oct. 25, for an increase of 40 percent
year over year. Second quarter revenue totaled $4.2 billion,
compared to $4.1 billion during the same period last year,
for an increase of 2 percent.
“Our Q2 revenue growth was in line with our outlook for
the year, and we’re performing at or better than the market
in almost every one of our business lines,” said Omar Ishrak,
Medtronic chairman and chief executive officer. “Q2 also
represents another quarter where our organization delivered
balanced growth, with strong performances in some areas
offsetting challenges in other parts of our business.”
Medtronic saw quarterly revenue growth in its three
main business units: the Diabetes Group, Restorative Therapies Group and Cardiac & Vascular Group, all of which grew
between 2 percent and 4 percent for the quarter.
“Looking ahead we are confident that our three primary
strategies: therapy, innovation and globalization in economic value will position us well to thrive in the transforming
health care environment,” Ishrak said.
For Medtronic Spine, which is part of the Restorative
Therapies Group, quarterly revenue equaled $746 million,
down 3 percent year-over-year and down 2.5 percent compared to $765 million from last quarter.
The other two units in the Restorative Therapies Group
are the Minneapolis-based Neuromodulation business and
the Jacksonville, Fla.-based Surgical Technologies business.
Two of the spinal business’ products – BMP, commercially marketed as rhBMP-2 Infuse Bone Graft, and balloon
kyphoplasty – remained as struggling areas for the company.
BMP declined worse than expected, at 17 percent for the
quarter, as some physicians continued to reduce their usage
through both patient selection and the use of smaller kits.
“Second quarter revenue was a bit softer than expected,

(Memphis News File/Lance Murphey)

but our goals for the fiscal year remain within reach as we
continue to find ways to expand our growth,” said Doug
King, Medtronic senior vice president and Medtronic Spine
president. “We continued to see solid momentum in key
technologies across the business – particularly within thoracolumbar, cervical and other biologics – but those gains
were offset by declines in BMP (Infuse Bone Graft) and balloon kyphoplasty.”
Infuse Bone Graft sales continue to suffer since revelations about the company’s handling of studies and marketing of the product. Last year, a U.S. Senate investigation
concluded Medtronic helped write and edit journal articles
about the graft that downplayed its risks.
Medtronic’s core spine portfolio includes therapies, implants, fusion systems and surgical instruments used to treat
spinal disorders caused by degenerative conditions, trauma,
tumors or deformities. Core spine also includes biologic
bone grafting options.
“As we look ahead, we are on the verge of bringing a
number of new therapies to market over the coming quarters,” Ishrak said. “In Spine, we continue to work with the
FDA to bring our next generation cervical disc to the U.S
market, and we expect before that launch a series of cervical
plate launches in FY ’15.”
Medtronic has cut costs companywide this year, including employee layoffs, on increased pressure as U.S. hospitals
push for lower prices and European austerity plans trim
procedures and profits.

The two health care providers that competed two years ago for Shelby County government’s family planning services contract
now have facilities in the same block of Poplar
Avenue east of East Parkway.
Christ Community Health Services formally
opened its new Women’s Health Center, Thursday, Nov. 14, at 2400 Poplar Ave.
Planned Parenthood Greater Memphis
Region has been at 2430 Poplar Ave. since
November 2010.
The two agencies competed in 2011 for a
$785,000 four-year family planning services
contract with Shelby County government in a
Shelby County Commission vote and debate
that, in part, reflected a hard-fought contest
between two providers with different beliefs
about abortion.
Planned Parenthood, which provides abortions as well as other family planning services,
lost the contract for federal grant money it had
held for many years to CCHS.
Planned Parenthood leaders argued that
Christ Community wasn’t as centrally located
as it was on Poplar Avenue. Christ Community
leaders countered that they had multiple locations of their primary care clinics and centers
across the city.
“Our goal is for the women’s center to
become known as the best place for health care
for women regardless of economic or social
status,” said Dr. Kira Cooley, the lead physician of the Christ Community Health Services
women’s center.
The services at the center, which covers
3,947 square feet, include contraceptives as
well as prenatal care. Cooley said the center
will specifically help in attacking the city’s high
infant mortality rate.

Harness Power of Words for Your Nonprofit
We recently had the opportunity to
attend a benefit dinner for Facing History and Ourselves as the guests of two
long-term supporters. We had a great
time. The event was much larger than we
had anticipated and we found ourselves
in a beautiful room surrounded by people
committed to ensuring that students
have the opportunity to learn from history
and develop the ability to make ethical
choices. As they share on their website,
“through a rigorous investigation of the
events that led to the Holocaust, as well
as other recent examples of genocide and
mass violence, students in a Facing History class learn to combat prejudice with
compassion, indifference with participation, and myth and misinformation with
knowledge.” The theme of the benefit
dinner was “People make choices. Choices
make history.”
The evening was an example of a well-

orchestrated fundraising event. First, as
the name makes clear, it was a benefit dinner. We learned that funds raised from the
dinner will represent 25 percent of the annual budget for the Memphis office of this
international organization. The event also
provided supporters with the opportunity
to introduce friends and colleagues to Facing History. The event was choreographed
so the reception, dinner and desserts
were in different rooms, allowing people
multiple opportunities to mingle, socialize
and make new friends. Finally, the official
program and remarks were well-scripted,
short and powerful. Enough time was left
for the call to action: everyone was asked
to make a gift and gift cards and envelopes were provided at each table.
One of the people speaking at the
event was Shelby County Schools Superintendent Dorsey Hopson. He pledged his
support to ensuring students have access

it manifests in our choices. In
to the Facing History and
Ourselves curriculum and
the world of fundraising a
thanked the organizalot of emphasis is put on
tion for its support of
fundraising skill. Yes, there
local students and our
are definitely skills associcommunity. During his
ated with fundraising, but
remarks he thanked the
MEL & Pearl shaw they are most effective
organization for having
FUNdraising Good Times when combined with
“the will and the skill.”
“will.” We have witnessed
We left the event
people
making
choices
that make hiswith two short phrases to contemplate:
tory. Their conscience motivates them to
“People make choices. Choices make
action and they then combine their “will”
history.” And, “the will and the skill.” As
human beings, and as fundraisers, we
with “skill” and change individual and colfind these phrases to be powerful manlective experience.
tras. Each of us can make a difference.
Learn more about Facing History and
We make that difference through how
Ourselves at www.facinghistory.org
we respond, the actions we take. In our
experience, it is “the will” that precedes
Mel and Pearl Shaw are the authors of
action. “Will” is that internal process and
“The
Fundraisers Guide to Soliciting Gifts”
power that combines thought, heart,
spirit, intuition and facts. When it is ignited now available at Amazon.com.
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Bartlett, County
Tentatively Agree
There are now three tentative agreements between Shelby County Schools
and suburban leaders for the formation
of suburban school districts.
Bartlett Mayor Keith McDonald
confirmed Thursday, Nov. 21, that his
city and Shelby County Schools have
reached a tentative agreement in which
Bartlett would pay Shelby County
Schools $7.2 million over 12 years at
$608,000 a year.
The payment is based on the same
formula used in the earlier still tentative
agreements with Arlington and Lakeland leaders that designates the money
for retirement expenses and costs that
remain with Shelby County Schools
after the suburban school systems
separate.
All of the Shelby County Schools
buildings within the Bartlett city limits
are transferred to the forming Bartlett
municipal school system in the process
via a quit claim deed that sets the price
for the buildings at a token $10.
The agreement, like the other two,
allows all involved to say the higher
dollar amount isn’t for the buildings but
is for Shelby County Schools funding
needs even though the buildings and
their transfer are tied to the $608,000
annual payment elsewhere in the
documents.
It also includes an agreement by
the Shelby County Commission to drop
Bartlett from the commission’s stillpending claim in U.S. District Court
for the Western District of Tennessee that contests the creation of the
municipal schools districts on constitutional grounds.

Tourism

Elvis Presley’s Intellectual
Property Rights Assets Sold
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

A

uthentic Brands Group, a New
York City intellectual property
corporation, has bought Elvis
Presley Enterprises from CORE Media
Group, becoming the latest of four companies to own a majority share in the
intellectual property assets of the late
Memphis entertainer.
Authentic Brands will manage Elvis
Presley Enterprises with the family of the
entertainer and National Entertainment
Collectibles Association.
Presley’s daughter, Lisa Marie Presley, continues to own Graceland and the
artifacts of her father’s life. Authentic
Brands will work with the licensing and
merchandising rights, which comes
with a library of images, artworks, movie
posters, recordings of Presley’s music
and his television appearances.
Joel Weinshanker, the chairman and
founder of National Entertainment Collectibles, will be involved specifically in
the management of Graceland, Presley’s
home in Whitehaven.
No one involved in the Tuesday, Nov.
19, announcement detailed how much is
involved in the transaction.
Authentic Brands emerged as a
possible buyer earlier this month. The

company’s brands include that of actress
Marilyn Monroe, Juicy Couture and
Hickey Freeman.
The Financial Times reported in May
that CORE Media has hired a firm to
handle the possible sale of its 85 percent
interest in Elvis Presley Enterprises. Neither CORE nor Graceland ever responded to the report.
CORE Media is an asset management and equity firm that once was
known as Apollo Global Management.
Apollo bought CKX Inc., the media
company headed by Robert Sillerman,
in 2011.
By then, Sillerman had exited CKX,
and his plans for preserving Graceland
by a dramatic expansion of the Elvis
footprint around the property – including several hotels and related businesses
– into a resort area were stalled in the
global recession.
CKX, which included the “American Idol” television shows, bought a
majority share of Elvis Presley Enterprises in 2005, and shortly after that,
unveiled plans for the Whitehaven
expansion estimated as a $250 million
project.
Elvis Presley Enterprises also began
buying up property, including several apartment complexes surrounding Graceland, in anticipation of the
expansion.

Sillerman’s marketing of Presley on
a broader scale worldwide had met with
some success, including Las Vegas shows
and repackaging of Presley’s recorded
material.
CORE, which had separated from
the American Idol brand in its transition
from CKX, also had plans for expanding the Elvis brand, including the
creation of a digital hologram of Elvis
that CORE announced it was developing
with the company that had produced
a hologram of the late rapper Tupac
Shakur.
Meanwhile, the live band of musicians who played with Presley during
his lifetime expanded their tour featuring recorded video images of Presley
taken from earlier in his career, before
his iconic television appearances in the
1970s.
Even as CORE looked for buyers,
Elvis Presley Enterprises and Sony Music
Entertainment were reconfiguring
releases of Presley’s music into several
box sets, including one that combined
his recordings at Stax Records in the
1970s into an “Elvis at Stax” collection.
The box set was a recasting of recordings
that RCA, Presley’s record label during
his lifetime, had spread across several
record releases with no marketing of the
connection of the city’s two signature
musical movements.
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Alzheimer’s Groups Paint Memphis Purple
Alzheimer’s Disease Awareness Month is designed to let people better understand the deadly disease

Michael Waddell
mwaddell@memphisdailynews.com

N

ovember is Alzheimer’s Disease Awareness Month, and the
Alzheimer’s Association’s local
chapter and assisted living facilities such
as The Gardens of Germantown Memory
Care want to paint the town purple to
raise awareness about the deadly, irreversible disease.
The Alzheimer’s Association has local
chapters throughout all 50 states, including a branch in East Memphis.
“As the regional office of the MidSouth chapter and part of the national
Alzheimer's Association, our mission is to
raise awareness so individuals and families can know what’s normal memory loss
and what’s not and be able to share with
and support their friends and loved ones
so they can be wiser in their care-giving,”

said Susan Howe Crowson, director of
programs and advocacy for the Mid-South
chapter.
More than 5.5 million people are
currently diagnosed with Alzheimer’s in
the U.S., according to figures from the
Alzheimer’s Association’s Mid-South
chapter.
“Right now, in November and December, our focus is the impact of the holidays
on the person with dementia and the
family members so that caregivers can
understand the peculiar behaviors that
are normal and to help set their expectations in a reasonable place,” said Crowson,
who stressed that the association does not
provide direct primary care.
The local chapter conducts awareness
events such as community education,
open houses and corporate employee
education year-round, and it has various
events planned through the end of the
year. The association hosts social events

on the first Friday of each month. This
month, it has held events each Friday, with
the next being Nov. 22. (No event will be
held Nov. 29, the day after Thanksgiving.)
“It’s strictly social networking for people to come meet us and see our resources
and what we do here,” said Crowson.
Deaths from Alzheimer’s increased
68 percent between 2000 and 2010,
while deaths from other major diseases
decreased. The direct costs of caring
for those with Alzheimer’s in 2013 are
estimated at $203 billion, including $142
billion in costs to Medicare and Medicaid.
Upcoming Alzheimer’s Association
caregiver workshops include “Having
Happy Holidays” at Ave Maria Home and
an Alzheimer's Art Therapy Tour at Memphis Brooks Museum of Art on Tuesday,
Nov. 19; “Conversations about Dementia”
at Veterans Support Services and “Impact of the Holidays for the Person with
Dementia” at Baptist Memorial Hospital-

Memphis on Wednesday, Nov. 20; and
“Activities at Home during the Holidays” at
Baptist Memphis on Wednesday, Dec. 18.
Crowson notes that the Alzheimer’s Association is available for support 24 hours
a day, seven days a week at 800-272-3900
and at www.alz.org.
The group’s main fundraiser, The Walk
to End Alzheimer’s, took place Sept. 30.
“We are encouraging teams and individuals that they can still make donations
through the end of December for the
calendar year towards their walk,” Crowson said. Last year, the walk earned more
than $225,000 from nearly 2,000 registered
walkers in Memphis and Jackson, Tenn.
“Earlier this month, Wesley Senior Living Communities received a purple plaque
to honor its generous support of the Memphis Walk to End Alzheimer's as presenting sponsor,” Crowson said. “Wesley Sealzheimer’s continued on P25
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End User
Holds the Keys

Shoreline Building Business
One Custom Job at a Time

Last week we
had Shekhar
Mitra, the former
head of global
research and
development
JOCELYN ATKINSON
for Procter &
& michael graber
let’s grow
Gamble for a

Richard Alley
Special to The Memphis News

Y

ou may not be aware of the
creations of Shoreline Custom
Woodworks, yet you may very
well have placed your beer down on one
of their bar tops, eaten a favorite entrée
from a tabletop or maybe even passed
a bid proposal across a custom-made
conference table.
From a 30,000-square-foot warehouse next door to Wayne’s Candy Co. in
Downtown Memphis, Shoreline Custom
Woodworks owner Jason Ramirez and
his team are churning out custom furniture, cabinets, molding, wood flooring
and signage of birch, walnut, maple,
cypress and exotic woods at an impressive rate.
Ramirez, 36, learned his trade from
a family friend growing up in California.
The friend’s business was called Shoreline Construction and, though there is
no affiliation, Ramirez wanted to show
his appreciation for his mentor.
“I started out real young and worked
with him through high school,” Ramirez
said.
In 1997, after a stint in the Army,
Ramirez moved to Memphis, where
his parents had relocated for work. He
met his future wife, decided to stay and
joined the Memphis Fire Department,
where he still works with Engine 48. He
began Shoreline in a 3,000-square-foot
space off Pleasant View Road in 2008. It
was a shop just large enough to handle
the smaller jobs of a side business.
When he met Mark Beck, the foreman who runs the shop with him,
Ramirez said, “we decided we wanted to
take it to another caliber.”
An investment was made in more
machinery such as a 5-by-10-foot CNC
router, which allows Ramirez to create

Midtown
2000 Union Avenue
901-272-7300
Downtown
50 North Front Street
901-432-7300
East Memphis
510 South Mendenhall Road
901-888-2265

cbtcnet.com

(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

Shoreline Custom Woodworks churns out custom furniture, cabinets, molding,
wood flooring and signage of numerous woods around town.

a design on the computers in his office
and have it realized on the production
floor.
A large-scale sander called, aptly,
a “timesaver” can handle a piece of
wood width and length of a conference table in one pass. Last February
he moved these elements Downtown
into a century-old building leased from
Woodland Tree Service.
Shoreline began by servicing mainly
residential customers but has grown
handily into the commercial side. Much
of the success has been had through
word-of-mouth networking and
Ramirez aligning himself with the right
people – restaurateur Taylor Berger,
builders such as Eddie Kircher and John
Caviness, and through his brother Isaac
Ramirez, chef at Interim Restaurant.
“We started doing a lot of restaurants and then I got tied in with a lot of
big builders here in Memphis,” Jason

Ramirez said. “I had a buddy of mine do
a website and we did a little Facebook
thing, and one thing grew into another
and I’ve just been getting flooded with
calls ever since.”
Shoreline’s work will soon be seen
at the new Beale Street Landing as
Ramirez and his team work to fashion
custom handrails. In the gleaming concrete and wood interior of the Wiseacre
Brewing’s taproom on Broad Avenue,
examples can be seen in the massive
garage bay doors made of pressed
wheat and in the glasses holders behind
the bar.
Shoreline worked with the new
Pyro’s Fire Fresh Pizza in East Memphis
as well. “They’re growing and they’re
going to open up a few more restaurants
and we’re going to do those for them,”
Ramirez said.
spotlight continued on P25

strategy session with our Southern Growth Ventures
portfolio company, Dermaflage. We are very
fortunate to have Mitra on the board, and we
asked him to share his innovation model.
Mitra led the team that brought some of
P&G’s greatest consumer product innovations to market over the last 20 years: Crest
Whitestrips, Swiffer and Olay Regenerist,
to name just a few. To illustrate the concept
of "consumer-led innovation," Mitra told us
the story of how his team transformed Oil of
Olay from a moisturizer product competing
in a saturated market to P&G's top-selling
product line in its crucial $2 billion-a-year
Olay skincare brand.
It all started when a cross-functional
team of R&D and marketing experts at P&G
zeroed in on an emerging trend among affluent women in New York City. These were the
early adopters of Botox, using the product
for the off-label effects of reducing wrinkles.
The P&G team went and spent time with this
user group to understand their motivations
and drivers, ultimately discovering that there
was a significant market for alternatives to
invasive procedures. The team learned that
while Botox was the standard of excellence,
the consumers desired a beauty journey
which meant a more tactical and sensual experience as part of their daily beauty regime
– the key insight that drove the development
of the Regenerist line.
The team took the insight from the end
user and used it not just to formulate the
product, but also to craft a disruptive market
strategy that was ultimately a huge win for
P&G. The company’s open innovation program, Connect and Develop, that started in
2001 helped Mitra’s team source a woundhealing technology from a small French
company, Sederma, that was working with
a new peptide to repair wounds and burns,
but that also showed great promise with
wrinkles. They took a technology that delivers
results users can see, formulated a unique
texture users describe as luxe and priced it
above most drugstore brands but well below
department store products. The result? They
coined the phrase “masstige” (portmanteau
of the words mass and prestige and has been
described as "prestige for the masses") and
were the first in the beauty space to capitalize
on this now-ubiquitous and lucrative market.
The lesson for you, dear reader: Start with
an insight about the end user in your market. This will guide your product or service
development as well as your market strategy.
Don’t let the engineers, the scientists or
the software developers drive the strategy.
This isn’t just good advice for consumer
products and retail brands, it holds true for
heavy industrial, manufacturing and B2B.
The universal truth is this: The end user ultimately drives demand throughout the value
chain; so it is good business to understand
what it is they want.
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Time for Memphis Tigers
To Back Up Their Words
Don Wade
Special to The Memphis News

L

ooking back at a few
quotes from the once
11th-ranked Tigers at their
preseason media day, in light
of the embarrassment that was
their recent 101-80 loss to No. 7
Oklahoma State:
Senior guard Geron Johnson: “One (free-throw) attempt
a game last year, I mean that’s
terrible if I’m supposed to be
some tough guy.” He shot one
free throw – and missed it – in 24
minutes in Stillwater.
Senior guard Chris Crawford on the four senior guards
playing together and for the
team: “We’re not worried about
the NBA at all.” Early on, senior
guard Michael Dixon jacked up
two long 3-point shots. For the

night, Dixon and Johnson each
went 1-for-10 from the floor and
a combined 0-for-7 from 3-point
range, and Dixon and senior
guard Joe Jackson combined for
0 assists in 45 minutes.
Jackson: “Doesn’t matter
what critics say, we gotta prove
it.” The Tigers (1-1) are now
0-13 vs. Associated Press Top 25
teams under coach Josh Pastner,
who is in his fifth season.
Dixon on concerns about
the next goal, making the NBA,
getting in the way this season: “I
don’t think it’s that big a deal. We
want to win games.”
Yet they shot themselves out
of the game with playground
ball. So it’s hard to come away
from what happened at Oklahoma State, where Thunder star
Kevin Durant and a slew of NBA
scouts were on hand to see AllAmerica sophomore guard Mar-

cus Smart hang 39 points on the
Tigers, and not conclude that the
senior guards were caught looking ahead to the next chapter.
That, and the entire team
from Pastner on down seemed
pretty much clueless about
making any kind of adjustment.
Which is why at one stage they
trailed by 34 points. And why
multiple people, some who cover
college basketball for a living
and others who are just casual
fans, were going on Twitter and
questioning the Memphis offense and a lack of set plays.
Pastner did say that perhaps
he will have “a little more control” of the offense and give players more “structure.” Not exactly
the kind of thing Bobby Knight
would have ever said, even as
we appreciate the fact Pastner is
never at risk for choking a player.
Although right this moment,

It’s hard to come away from what happened at
Oklahoma State, where Thunder star Kevin Durant
and a slew of NBA scouts were on hand to see AllAmerica sophomore guard Marcus Smart hang
39 points on the Tigers, and not conclude that
the University of Memphis’ senior guards – Joe
Jackson, Chris Crawford, Geron Johnson and
Michael Dixon – were caught looking ahead
to the next chapter.
there are Tiger fans who might
give Pastner a pass on that.
After the game and again
the next day at the Finch Center
when meeting with local media,
Pastner repeatedly said, “I didn’t
see this coming,” and that he
never imagined all four senior
guards would play so poorly at
the same time.
Other quick sound bites from
the coach:

“We got our butt kicked.” Yep.
“There’s no need to panic.”
Not yet, but the meter’s running.
“We need course correction.”
He mentioned “course correction” numerous times.
“Probably on that night,
Oklahoma State would have
beaten anybody in college basketball in Stillwater.” Maybe.
“Looking back, there were
some times I probably could

Don’t Take Ballpark, Team for Granted
Way back in the 1990s, when
Downtown Memphis was The Peabody
hotel and a bus station and not much
more, Memphis Redbirds founder Dean
Jernigan went on a tour of major-league
ballparks.
He visited several, including Baltimore’s Camden Yards (opened in 1989),
Cleveland’s Jacobs Field (opened in
1994 and now Progressive Field), and
Atlanta’s Turner Field (opened in 1996
and set for demolition in 2017).
AutoZone Park at Third and Union
opened in 2000 and was modeled, in
part, after Turner Field. “The Ted” is a
ballpark – and to be fair, a location in
Downtown Atlanta – that the Braves
believe has outlived its usefulness. Or
at least that’s the public stance the
team took when suburban Cobb County
pledged to help build a fancy new
stadium.
My point: nothing is forever, not
even in the timeless game.
In Memphis, we are on the cusp of
change for the Redbirds and AutoZone
Park. To go deep into the details, read
this week’s Memphis News cover story
on the subject. But the abridged version
is this: The parent St. Louis Cardinals
are on the verge of buying their Triple-

THE PRESS BOX
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A affiliate Redbirds, provided the city
takes over ownership of the ballpark.
The city would then lease the park to
the Cardinals, probably on a 17-year
term, and theoretically everyone lives
happily ever after.
Of course, the City Council has to
sign off on the deal and if you’ve lived
here more than 10 minutes then you
understand anything is possible at a
council meeting, including a barbecue
nachos food fight. But let’s take the
positive approach, at least in the nearterm, and say the deal sails on through.
What then? Or more precisely, is
there anything you, as a local citizen,
should do?
Glad you asked. It’s not my place to
tell you how to spend your money, but
there will come a time when the rankand-file members of our community will
have to click the turnstiles at AutoZone
Park more often. If not, there will come

a reckoning day.
How can that be, especially when
the Cardinals plan to play a role in
revitalizing AutoZone Park with some
new outdoor restaurant-style seating
schemes and possibly a cool handoperated scoreboard behind the bluff in
left field?
Again, glad you asked. The Cardinals have moved forward with this
plan because they believe, all things
being equal, this is the best place for
their Triple-A team. Right now. And for
local baseball fans, having the Cardinals’ affiliate here is the obvious first
choice.
But allow me, for a second, to go all
conspiracy theory and turn one of those
berms into a grassy knoll. Let’s say the
lease term is 17 years. Let’s say whatever buyout figure that is part of the contract – Memphis Mayor A C Wharton Jr.
promises he’ll read it and “we’ll make
sure that’s covered” – is significant, but
not prohibitive.
Attendance at AutoZone Park stays
flat, or improves at such a slight rate
that over time the Cardinals begin
to wonder if they can do better. Also
consider this: In 2013, the Cardinals
were second in major-league atten-

dance, drawing just under 3.4 million,
averaging 41,602 fans per game, or 94.6
percent of Busch Stadium’s capacity.
Memphis might be “Cardinal Country,” but it’s only a tiny piece of it. The
Cardinals draw from all of flyover land;
the demand for Cardinal baseball is
greater than the supply.
I asked Cardinals chairman and
CEO Bill DeWitt Jr. point-blank about
the possibility of one day locating
their Triple-A team in a new ballpark in suburban St. Louis, where a
pitcher or a shortstop could be summoned to Busch Stadium on 45 minutes’ notice.
“Some teams have done it, but it
just hasn’t appealed to us so far,” he
said, and I believe him.
Of course if you had told me the
wrecking ball had Turner Field’s name
on it, I’d have laughed.
Now might be a good time to quit
taking AutoZone Park and the Redbirds
for granted.
Don Wade’s column appears weekly
in The Daily News and The Memphis
News. Listen to Wade on “Middays with
Greg & Eli” every Tuesday at noon on
Sports 56 AM and 87.7 FM.
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(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

University of Memphis head coach Josh Pastner addresses the media a day after the team’s embarrassing 21-point loss at Oklahoma
State University. Pastner’s Tigers are 0-13 against the AP Top 25 since he took over the program in 2009.
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have got (Nick King) some more time.”
King, a freshman forward, scored 23
points and had eight rebounds in just 15
minutes of action. So yeah, more time is
a fine idea.
“It was not the Super Bowl.” No, but
the NCAA Tournament committee has
this one in its files.
“I get it.” Pastner on the criticism from
fans as high expectations take another
early-season hit.
But one wonders if Pastner does get
it. Yes, he recruits like a madman. And he
is everything a university could ask for as
a front man. He seems to genuinely care
about his players, something that every
coach says but that is not always true.
And yet he seems stuck on coaching
and subbing by “feel,” on relying on his
players’ “creativity” to make the offense
click, in believing that things will get better because, well, he believes things will
get better.
One reporter told Pastner he was a
“half-full guy,” always taking the optimistic view. “Absolutely,” the coach said with
a smile. “Overflowing.”
Word is, Pastner didn’t listen to sports
talk radio the day after the loss to Oklahoma State. Or read anything written about
the game. Which, if true, probably would
be a first and would be a good sign. And
for now, he has closed practice to media
to focus on “course correction.”
Whatever works, Coach, up to and
including throwing a chair.
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St. Louis Cardinals CEO Bill
DeWitt Jr. speaks to the media
about the Cardinals buying
the Redbirds and the city
buying AutoZone Park.
(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

Team
Players

Cardinals, Redbirds leaders look for deals with city for AutoZone Park
DON WADE and BILL DRIES
The Memphis News

t

The key players, from Memphis Mayor A C
Wharton Jr. to St. Louis Cardinals chairman and CEO Bill DeWitt Jr., grabbed the
microphone at an invitation-only rally
held on the club level of AutoZone Park
and made their best pitches.
Former Redbirds general manager Allie
Prescott even acted as the event’s “closer.”
Prescott, wearing a St. Louis Cardinals
tie, told assembled members of the local
corporate community on Tuesday, Nov.
19, that the situation is the same as it was
when the Redbirds moved to Memphis for
the 1998 season and when AutoZone Park
opened in 2000.
“This is not going to happen without
your help,” he said.
“This” is a deal routinely described as
“complicated.” It’s a deal that would have
the Cardinals purchasing the Redbirds, the
city taking over ownership of AutoZone
Park, and the Cardinals leasing the ballpark from the city. None of the parties have
disclosed the financial terms and many
of the details are being held close, like so
many signs flashed by a third-base coach
that only the players on his side know.
More information will emerge with a
presentation at a Dec. 3 City Council meeting, and there seems to be widespread
agreement outside City Hall that there is
a real deadline of getting the deal done by
the end of the year. Council approval is
required.
The construction of the stadium was
funded by $72 million in bonds. In 2009,
the Redbirds Foundation defaulted on a
bond payment. Local management group
Blues City Baseball was dispatched in favor
of Global Spectrum, a Philadelphia-based

company. In 2010, Fundamental Advisors,
a New York-based private equity firm,
bought the bonds at a discount, a reported
$24 million.
“We’ve gotten assurances, and we’re
finalizing this now, that this will not be
something that the taxpayers will have
to end up footing the bill for,” Wharton
said at the rally, later telling media: “I am
anxious to get a package that I can start
sitting down with council members oneon-one. Right now, I do not have anything
other than an agreement in principle and
I don’t have anything in terms of a copy of
it, but the folks that are negotiating tell me
they’re close to terms and they’ll get them
to me real soon.”
When he gets the details and takes
them to the council, Wharton will almost
certainly get a frosty reception. One reason
is the St. Louis Cardinals press release that
announced it as a done deal. The other is
Wharton’s habit of taking such projects to
the council on short notice.
“I hate being rushed and pushing into
a position where we have to make a decision without fully vetting it. That seems to
be the case a lot of times in these matters,”
said council member Harold Collins.
Incoming council Chairman Jim Strickland said he understands the need to have
a deal by year’s end. But he’s not sympathetic in other regards.
“It’s really hard for me to use precious
resources of the city for sporting venues,” he said. “I will say that FedExForum
has turned out to be a successful model
where the revenue streams pay in total the
amount government invested in it. So it’s
break even. I’ve got to balance those two.
Until I see the details, I’m not going to take
a position.”
The Redbirds’ expenses have outpaced
their revenues. Foundation treasurer John
Pontius in 2012 described the debt as

“just in excess of what a Triple-A baseball
team could carry.” On paper, more than
$57 million of the original stadium debt is
still owed.
Forbes magazine has estimated the
Redbirds’ worth at $29 million.
“I don’t think I would base the buying
or selling of a sports franchise, especially
a Triple-A baseball team, on a Forbes appraisal,” Redbirds Foundation president
Ray Pohlman said.
DeWitt rejected the notion that the
Cardinals buying the Redbirds is a “financial rescue.” The Cardinals already own
other minor-league affiliates, including
their Double-A team in Springfield, Mo.
“It’s a financial resolution to some
of the problems that occurred after the
stadium was built,” DeWitt said. “The last
years have been somewhat challenging,
but we intend to put in a lot of resources
here to make it work.
“Obviously, we need a lease on the ballpark from the city. That’s the way the transaction works. And we need the corporate
community to demonstrate their support
through sponsorship, ticket sales, etc.”
DeWitt said they have discussed a
17-year lease term, adding that this length
of term “ties to the original tax abatement
that was on the park to finance it.” He also
said the responsibility for upkeep on the
ballpark was among the terms of the deal
that “remain to be worked out.”
To what degree the corporate community will step up to the plate is not yet
certain, but Prescott made it sound like the
primary players were at least on deck.
“We’ve had conversations early on with
three of our biggest corporate citizens –
FedEx, AutoZone and First Tennessee,” he
said. “We’re grateful for the early indications of their commitment.”
Talks between the Cardinals and the
Redbirds/city are not new. The Cardinals

MOZELIAK
have had at least mild interest in purchasing the team dating back several years.
Media reports this past spring made it
sound as though a deal was at hand, and
then things went quiet.
A source close to the process told The
Daily News that the New York Mets may
have approached Fundamental Advisors
about purchasing the team/AutoZone Park
and that in turn may have resulted in pressure for the Cardinals to move ahead with
a purchase of the Redbirds and for a lease
between the city and the Cardinals. DeWitt
repeatedly spoke of the Cardinals’ buying
the Redbirds providing “certainty” they
would remain in the Memphis market. He
also said that a “fair-market lease was a
critical part of the transaction.”
The Mets’ working agreement with
their current Triple-A affiliate in Las Vegas
expires after next season and over the
last decade or so the Mets have had their
Triple-A affiliate in Buffalo, N.Y., Norfolk,
Va., and New Orleans. While there has
never been any indication the Cardinals
and Redbirds were not going to maintain
their working agreement, a serious poten-
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“Our hope is that we can inject some energy, some dollars,”
he said.
At the rally, guests saw renderings of possible improvements
(projected for 2015 and beyond)
including outdoor restaurantstyle seating on the club level, a
hand-operated scoreboard at the
back of the bluff in left field, a bar
in an outfield seating area, and
grass berms in the left- and-right
field corners that would replace
seating that often goes unfilled.
Announced attendance climbed
4 percent in 2013, to an average of
7,223 per game.
Another former Redbirds general manager, Dave Chase, who is
president of Chase Baseball Consultants, believes the impending
deal is everyone’s best option.
Certainly, fans figure to like the
announcement that the National
League champion Cardinals will
be playing the Redbirds in an
exhibition here on March 28.
“It’s the only opportunity
that really gives the Redbirds and
the city a chance to catch their
breath and get stable,” Chase said
of the proposed deals. “Global
Spectrum has brought some
stabilization, but not a lot of
forward thinking. And that’s not
a knock against them – that was
their job, to bring some economic
stability.”
The 15-year agreements on
the stadium’s suites, which were
leased at $40,000 and $45,000

per year, expire after next season.
New lease agreements figure to
be shorter.
“Five to 10 years would be
ideal,” Pontius said. “I’d love to
have them staggered so they don’t
all expire at the same time.”
Chase says AutoZone Park’s
naming rights payments were
front-loaded, the Toyota naming rights already have expired,
and the Redbirds were fortunate to get a soft drink contract
with Coca-Cola years ago that
he called “probably the best in
minor-league baseball.”
The economic climate has
changed a lot in the last 15-plus
years. So has Memphis.
“You’ve got to remember
what our market was like in
1998,” Chase said. “We didn’t
have the Grizzlies. The University
(of Memphis) sports programs
were dismal. This was an effort
to revitalize. … I don’t remember
what Downtown was like before
AutoZone Park.”
Chase said it may not be realistic for commitment from the
corporate community to return
to the levels of the late 1990s.
“But there is room for
improvement,” he said. “The
business community has stepped
up for the Redbirds; it’s stepped
up for the Grizzlies. And I fully
expect it will step up for this.”
But first, loose strings between the respective parties must
be tied together and then the City

Council must give its blessing.
“You negotiate right down to
the wire,” Wharton said. “Not that
anybody is acting in bad faith;
this is an extremely complicated
transaction.”
Pohlman, the Redbirds Foundation’s president, is optimistic.
“I feel confident,” he said,
“when the City Council hears all

sanitation services that includes
a proposed retirement supplement for sanitation workers. The
council is also expected to hear
soon from Wharton on a budget
shift estimated at $60 million to
$80 million to more fully fund the
city’s unfunded pension liability
or face the real prospect of state
officials ordering the city to do it
(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

tial buyer could have changed
things.
“We’re putting all our energy
into making sure this transaction
consummates as we all expect it
will,” Laurence Gottlieb, Fundamental Advisors chairman and
CEO, said of the Redbirds/Cardinals/city transaction. “There are
suitors, there were suitors, and
there will always be suitors for
terrific properties.”
Gottlieb declined comment
on what might happen next,
should the Dec. 31 deadline for
this deal come and go.
It’s a question council members will almost certainly ask next
month.
“How do you expect for the
council to make an informed
decision when we realistically
may not get this material until 25
days before the end of the year,
knowing full well the holiday
season shrinks the month even
further?” Collins said. “I’m not
real sure if the council is going to
be forthcoming on the end of the
month. The hedge fund people
are running out of time on this. It
might be in our favor to hold up
just a little bit. We could get it at a
cheaper price.”
Roundly heralded as the
best ballpark below the majorleague level when it opened and
for years afterward, Cardinals
general manager John Mozeliak
says they envision elevating AutoZone Park’s game.
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“This will not be something the taxpayers will have to
end up footing the bill for.” –Wharton
the details that they will agree
with the Foundation that this is
the best possible outcome for
AutoZone Park and the Triple-A
franchise.”
The ballpark plan arrives at
City Hall at a busy time for the
relationship between the mayor
and the council.
Also on the council agenda
next month is an overhaul of city

and ordering the city how to do it.
“We do have to eventually
deal with the pension,” said outgoing council Chairman Edmund
Ford Jr. “However, if this is a
longitudinal investment that will
reap dividends that will not affect
that, then let’s look at that as a
great investment just like what
Green Bay has done with their
football team.”
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Flipping the Switch
United Housing debuts eco-friendly homes in Wolf River Bluffs

United Housing’s Wolf River Bluffs
subdivision was built with energyefficiency and accessibility in mind

Tim Bolding of United Housing and Jimmie E. Hopson Jr. of Crye-Leike at Wolf River Bluffs.

News/Andrew J. Breig)

Amos Maki
amos@memphisdailynews.com
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im Bolding, executive director of United Housing
Inc., had become increasingly interested over the years in
energy efficiency, sustainability

and alternate energy sources
when he saw homes in New
Orleans being rebuilt with solar
panels.
As the head of United Housing, the nonprofit affordablehousing agency that helps families in Memphis, Shelby County
and elsewhere in West Tennessee,

(Memphis

Bolding has been acutely aware
of the impact utilities can have on
homeowners.
So after Bolding saw the Hurricane Katrina-ravaged homes
being rebuilt in the Lower 9th
Ward in New Orleans with solar
panels, he wanted to build similar
homes in Memphis.

“I thought, ‘This looks really
good, and if they can do it, we can
do it,’” Bolding said.
He met with officials from
Memphis Light, Gas and Water
Division and Memphis-based
Sharp Manufacturing Co. to create a unique solar-power system
for homes in United Housing’s
new Wolf River Bluffs subdivision.
“As far as I know, this will be
the first energy-producing community in the city, maybe even
the state,” Bolding said.
The first phase of Wolf River
Bluffs – which is situated on 113
acres around James Road and
McLean Boulevard in Frayser
– is now well underway. So far,
five of the 34 homes in the first
phase have been completed, and
four of those homes are already
occupied. The 1,500-square-foot
homes start at around $140,000
and feature designs that focus
on owner mobility and making
everything in the homes – from
entrances to cabinets and fixtures

– more accessible.
Each home in the first phase
is being built to meet MLGW
EcoBuild standards, which can
save homeowners as much as 37
percent on their utility bills, and
includes a small array of solar
panels.
The inclusion of the solar
panels took some time to develop. Most solar panel installations are investor- and incentivedriven, Bolding said. The main
incentives for installing solar
panels is a federal tax credit and
programs such as TVA’s Green
Power Providers, which actually
buys the energy produced by the
panels. So Bolding and officials
from Sharp and MLGW had to
adapt and create an economically
feasible solar panel system for
single-family homes.
“To switch this over and make
this a system for a house is very,
very different,” said Bolding.
united housing continued on P25

P u b l i c C o m pa n i e s

AutoZone Caps Milestone 2013 With Records
Andy Meek
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

N

ot only is AutoZone Inc. an earnings machine, but the company
continues to generate results
other public companies might have reason
to envy.
This year has brought many new
high-flying results. Through the end of
AutoZone’s fiscal 2013, for example, the
company has seen double-digit earnings
per share growth each quarter for the last
seven years.
Throughout this year, the company
itself has continued to grow – opening new
stores at a steady clip – but despite that
growth and the investment it necessitates,
the company also has continued to drive
its top and bottom lines higher.
During AutoZone’s fiscal 2013, the
company opened 153 new stores, sales
topped $9 billion, up 6.3 percent from the
prior year and net income for the year was
$1 billion.
AutoZone chairman, president and
CEO Bill Rhodes said the company spent
this year making major “investments and

enhancements” to its technology to allow
AutoZone to better capture data about customer shopping patterns across all platforms. The company, Rhodes told analysts,
needs to get better at toggling between the
in-store and online experiences to meet
customer needs.
The company’s executives repeatedly
stress during earnings presentations that
they’re working to position the company to
be able to thrive no matter the economic
climate – in good times and bad.
Ahead of AutoZone’s annual meeting
Dec. 18, meanwhile, it’s worth remembering the company’s execution isn’t always
perfect.
“While 2013 was a solid earnings year
for our company, flat same-store sales for
the year was disappointing,” Rhodes told
analysts during the company’s fiscal fourth
quarter earnings presentation. “There were
many factors that influenced our sales
performance in 2013, but the bottom line
is, we didn't meet our goals or aspiration,
and that’s on us.”
Same-store sales are an important
retail industry metric, because it ignores
growth that comes from opening new
stores. Instead, that metric focuses on how

(Memphis News File/Brandon Dill)

stores open for at least a year are doing.
AutoZone has cited a variety of factors
throughout the year as having affected
sales intermittently. Warmer-than-usual
winter weather at the beginning of the year
meant less wear and tear on car parts, contributing to fewer visits from customers to
AutoZone stores to buy replacement parts.
This year also saw political wrangling
in Washington result in a delay in sending
out income tax refunds – money held up
from arriving in consumers’ pockets that
might otherwise have been spent more
quickly at retailers like AutoZone.
Rhodes said topping $9 billion in sales
in 2013 was a milestone for the company,
as was crossing $2 billion in EBITDA – an
acronym that stands for earnings before

interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization.
This month, AutoZone came in at the
top spot in a new global study by Blueocean Market Intelligence, a research
and analytics firm, which measured the
business impact of major retailers’ social
media efforts. AutoZone was No. 1 on the
“2013 Social Media Effectiveness Index for
Retailers,” beating out companies like WalMart and Amazon.com.
On the horizon, meanwhile, Chicagobased investment research firm Morningstar Inc. notes that AutoZone’s rivals are
increasingly trying to copy AutoZone’s best
practices, in an attempt to eat away at the
differentiation AutoZone can provide to
customers.
Among other question marks the company will continue to face is the prospect
that customers might continue to keep a
tight lid on expenses.
Still, the market for AutoZone’s products is stronger than ever. Research firm
R.L. Polk recently noted that the average
age of cars Americans are driving has hit a
record high of 11.4 years, with older cars,
of course, tending to require more replacement parts to go inside them.
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H o s p i ta l i t y

Commission Begins Debate
On Pay for Elected Offices

Holiday Inn
Launches Brand
Awareness
Campaign

Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

S

helby County Commissioners voted Monday, Nov. 18, to keep their
annual pay at $29,100 for the term
of office that begins Sept. 1, 2014, after
the August county general elections.
The ordinance passed on the first of
three readings.
The commission, also in the first
of three readings, approved keeping
the pay of the Shelby County mayor at
$144,500 and Shelby County sheriff at
$115,000 for the next term of office.
But the body had a harder time on
the third in the trio of ordinances that
sets the salaries for the Shelby County
trustee, Shelby County assessor of property, Shelby County clerk and Shelby
County register of deeds.
The commission voted down a move
to keep the pay of all four the same –
the trustee, clerk and register currently
each make $107,975 a year; the assessor
makes $108,617. But the commission
also voted down the unamended ordinance on first reading that would have
raised their pay to $113,624 a year. Those
holding those four offices after the 2014
county general elections automatically
get any pay raise that rank-and-file
county employees get unless the commission specifically exempts them in the
county’s budget ordinance.
None of the six current countywide
office holders have said they want the
raises recommended after a review by
county Chief Administrative Officer
Harvey Kennedy of salaries paid those in
comparable elected positions in comparable Tennessee cities.
Trustee David Lenoir said last week

that he specifically didn’t want a pay
raise.
Commissioner Walter Bailey, who
voted against keeping the commission’s
pay the same, also said the other elected
offices should see a pay increase.
“You see that there’s a great dispar-

Bailey
ity,” he said, adding that the current sixfigure salaries would discourage citizens
from seeking elected office. “It’s just
not fair. It’s not rational. All of the data
would support raising it. But your minds
are already closed.”
“Are these people not going to run if
they don’t get a raise?” asked Commissioner Terry Roland who opposed a pay
increase for any of the elected officials.
“Do you promise not to run if you don’t
get a raise? This is about pensions. This
is about padding somebody’s pocket for
when they retire.”
Meanwhile, Commissioner Henri
Brooks questioned why the commission
didn’t get to vote on setting the salaries of the elected court clerks. Brooks,
who is running for Juvenile Court clerk
in the May Democratic primary, also
questioned specifically why the commission had no vote in setting the pay
of the Juvenile Court clerk and Juvenile
Court judge.

Shelby County Attorney Kelly Rayne
said those are positions set in the Tennessee Constitution. The trustee, county
clerk, register and assessor all became
positions of the Shelby County home
rule charter with charter amendments
approved by county voters in 2008.
The three pay ordinances each would
be for the next four-year term of office
that begins Sept. 1, 2014.
Six of the 13 Shelby County Commissioners won’t be seeking re-election
next year because of term limits. Also
approved Monday was commission
Chairman James Harvey’s ordinance to
regulate used tire dealers and used tire
haulers in the unincorporated county.
The ordinance was amended to
make the fee $250 a year for a tire hauler
permit and allowing those haulers who
already have paid similar fees in other
jurisdictions to deduct that amount from
the fee they would pay Shelby County.
The proposal has also been changed to
exempt anyone hauling no more than
four tires from a house or apartment as
part of removing other residential solid
waste from the location. It also exempts
someone who has bought no more than
four used tires to reuse.
County attorneys have also removed
any references to city of Memphis
enforcement of the ordinance meaning
Harvey abandoned plans to make his
proposal a joint city-county ordinance.
The ordinance applies to anyone
hauling more than four used tires in
unincorporated Shelby County even if
they are driving from one city or town in
the county to another. There are no used
tire businesses in unincorporated Shelby
County currently that the ordinance
would apply to.

Professional Services

TruGreen’s Issue was Keeping Customers
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

T

he ServiceMaster Co.’s
TruGreen lawn-service
division has at least
300,000 fewer customers than
it did two years ago, just before
the Memphis-based commercial- and residential-services
provider began seeing a decline in TruGreen’s numbers.
That’s what TruGreen
President David Alexander
told investors and analysts
Thursday, Nov. 14, in what
should be TruGreen’s last participation in a ServiceMaster

earnings statement.
ServiceMaster CEO Rob
Gillette announced Thursday
that the company will spin off
TruGreen by the end of the
calendar year as an independent company.
“I believe that this is the
best possible move for both
ServiceMaster and TruGreen,”
Alexander told investors and
analysts on the quarterly conference call. “We’re in charge
of our own destiny.”
TruGreen hit one key goal
in the last quarter, showing the
first signs of a turnaround.
“Albeit by a small amount,

our third-quarter revenues
increased versus 2012,” Alexander said. “It’s the first yearover-year increase in over two
years. But we are well down
from where our customer
counts have been historically.
… We’re just not on the same
timeline as the rest of ServiceMaster.”
TruGreen has been retaining its base of existing customers during the last two years.
Its problem – and ServiceMaster’s problem – has been
TruGreen hasn’t been retaining new customers during that
timeframe.

“This has been very
directly a result of issue with
our systems,” Alexander said,
referring to customer calls
and door-to-door marketing methods. “If you’re a new
customer, we’ve had to do
what we call a ‘best fit.’ We
had a lot of systems issues
around that. It will take several
years to recover the number of
customers we’ve lost in the last
two years.”
The “best fit” method is
where new customers were
fit or placed into an existing schedule with longtime
customers.

Andy Meek
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

H

oliday Inn, the iconic hotel
chain that launched in Memphis more than 60 years ago
and went on to become an international mega-brand, wants customers to
change their view.
That phrase has a literal and figurative connotation. It refers to a new
generation of hotel guests becoming
acquainted with the storied hospitality
brand, and it also refers to Holiday Inn’s
multimillion-dollar Change Your View
campaign, a newly launched effort to
remind people what’s special about the
company.
The campaign launched in August
with TV commercials, and the company has been stepping it up since
then. As part of the effort, Holiday Inn
held an open house Tuesday, Nov. 19,
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the company’s
Wolfchase Galleria hotel at 2751 New
Brunswick Road. The event included
food, drinks and a tour of the property.
“The goal of all this is to tell the
story of Holiday Inn and to bring to life
for our guests some important news
about the brand related to the billiondollar re-launch we completed several
years ago,” said Heather Balsley, senior
vice president of brand management
for the Americas Holiday Inn Brand
Family. “We learned very few guests
were aware of the significant changes
we’ve made.
“They may experience them individually but not realize the entire brand
has changed. So the initial phase of the
campaign is to draw attention to the
significant modernization efforts and
bring to life the experience in our hotels, where we want to make our guests
feel like family.”
Along those lines, Balsley said the
Wolfchase Galleria hotel was among the
first in the Memphis area to showcase
the brand’s new signage and several
other new brand hallmarks designed to
freshen up the hotel’s look and feel.
The Change Your View campaign
highlights a $1 billion investment the
brand made in a global relaunch, an
investment that allowed Holiday Inn to
focus on arrival and welcome services,
guestroom and guest bath comfort, and
a redesigned logo and signage.
“Our goal is for existing guests, for
people staying in our hotels and having
a great experience, to make them aware
that the Holiday Inn experience is what
they can experience across the brand,”
Balsley said. “Also, for new people, this
is not the Holiday Inn you may have
experienced 10 or 15 years ago. We’ve
changed, so you can try us again.”
holiday inn continued on P25
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Economic Development

Drexel’s
Shockey Named
2014 Chamber
Chairwoman

N o n pr o f i t S e c t o r

Early Advantage
Urban Child Institute message spreads in Pink Palace exhibit

Andy Meek

Erin Williams

ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Special to The Memphis News

T

he Greater Memphis Chamber
has named a new chairwoman, and it soon will have a
replacement for its outgoing president and CEO – with the odds likely
favoring a local hire.
The chamber’s board has tapped
Drexel Chemical Co. CEO Leigh
Shockey to be the business organization’s new chairwoman. Her pick will
be followed in a few months by a replacement for John Moore, a former
Northwest Airlines executive who is
stepping down as president and CEO
effective Jan. 3 after eight years with
the chamber.
If Shockey’s preference is any
indication, Moore’s replacement is
likely to be a Memphis-area candidate.
“You know what? I’d really like to
keep it local if we can,” Shockey said
when asked about the possibility of a
national search. “I think we’re going
to focus on some local candidates.
Not to say that somebody won’t
come from outside and throw their
hat into the ring, and that’s fine. But
we’ve had an awful lot of interest locally. It would be nice to have someone – just as we did with John – who
already knows our city and understands how we work and operate.
“Realistically, with the holidays
upon us, we’re targeting the end of
February or the first of March to have
someone new in place. And we’ve
already had a lot of interest.”
The new president’s arrival
will come down the line after the
introduction of a chairwoman who
has been with Drexel, founded by
Shockey’s father in 1972, since she
was fresh out of college. There, she
developed a focus on international
business before taking the reins
as CEO. Drexel manufactures and
distributes a variety of agricultural
chemical product labels.
“I worked in the international
department – actually, built an international department and worked
in it for a number of years before
I took over as CEO,” Shockey said.
“I’ve spent most of my life focused
on international trade, with Drexel,
then with other organizations outside Drexel. I chaired the Tennessee
District Export Council for many
years, for example, and a lot of other
different organizations involved
with international trade. It’s really an
important part of who I am.”
Shockey also has traveled
internationally to sell others on opportunities for locating in Memphis
and for Memphis’ logistics assets to
distribute products from here.

T

alk, touch, read and play.
These four words focused on
early childhood development
have helped to shape the mission of the
Urban Child Institute for the past four
years, and now they are traveling beyond
the building and into the Memphis Pink
Palace Museum. The important message
bears repeating and repetition in creating
bright young minds, and the institute
is focused on spreading the word as
far and wide as possible – starting with
their kiosk-like exhibition, “The Early
Advantage.”
“We are wired to love on babies …
but to understand the science behind
why that special love and attention is
so important … we want everybody to
understand how important it is to really
focus resources and attention on children
in these first three years,” said Katy Spurlock, the Urban Child Institute’s director
of education and dissemination.
The touch-screen program takes
the unofficial motto and turns it into
an interactive quiz on early childhood
development.
“We call it the ‘Interactive Brain
Map,’” Spurlock said. “It’s really meant to
show adults or caregivers how to interact
with a child.”
The institute contracted with the
Center for Multimedia Arts at the University of Memphis to develop the first of
six modules that will eventually roll out
as more funding becomes available, and
is making its debut as part of the exhibit
space at the Pink Palace.
The program itself, placed on the
first floor in the exhibition space, is short
but effective. Patrons approach a touch
screen that presents different scenarios
tied to the “Touch Talk Read Play” focus.
Over the course of a simulated day, patrons have three opportunities to choose
in what way than can stimulate their
child’s energy, ranging from playing with
your cell phone while your child begs for
your attention to reading a book together
before bed.
At the end, the computer goes
through each choice you made and then
decides if you had a good or OK day
with your child, and focuses on how the
impact of the day shaped the child’s brain
development.
“We want everybody to understand
that young children – particularly in
these first three years – are in a very
vulnerable time, but also a huge time of
opportunity because whatever happens
to them in those first three years helps to
establish a foundation for their brain development,” said Spurlock of the exhibit’s
debut.
The Kiwanis Clubs of Germantown
and the Louisiana-Mississippi-West
Tennessee District have helped to par-

(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

Katy Spurlock, the Urban Child Institute’s director of education and dissemination,
with “The Early Advantage” exhibit at the Pink Palace Museum.

“

“We call it the ‘Interactive
Brain Map.’ It’s really
meant to show adults or
caregivers how to interact
with a child.”
– Katy Spurlock

Director of education and dissemination,
Urban Child Institute

ticipate in the exhibition’s funding and
placement, along with the University of
Tennessee Neuroscience Institute, who
has been working with the Urban Child
Institute for several years on public programming.
“We’re putting it in venues where we
know children go,” said William Armstrong, professor in the department of
anatomy and neurobiology and director
of the Neuroscience Institute.
He assisted in the development of
the curriculum for The Early Advantage.
Armstrong noted that as time has gone
on, it’s become more and more recognized by both the medical and childcare
fields how important this early development is in a child’s life, and that maybe
it will be seen by parents whose schedules don’t always allow for such regular
behavior.
“You can throw a lot of money at
different problems, but nothing works
better than contact and development in
those early years,” he said. “The ultimate
goal is to have it reflect how these activities would actually [infringe] on different
areas of the brain and what they would
actually do.”
Steve Pike, director of museums for

the Pink Palace Family of Museums, saw
it as a no-brainer to allow the institute
to debut its project at the museum, and
understands that its tenets fall in line
with the overall education aspect that the
museum supports.
“To the extent that children come to
us ready and willing to be educated, it
makes our job easier. It makes it possible
for us to do a better job,” he said. “Things
like spending time with your child, playing with your child, talking to your child,
reading to your child, paying attention to
your child – gives a child both the social
skills and the cognitive ability to learn before they ever get to a museum or before
they ever get to a school, for that matter.”
He hopes that those who do stop by
will take the time to implement what he
calls “self-motivated learning.”
“There’s a full day of stuff to do here,
but I would certainly urge anybody who
comes here with a kid to just take a little
minute and look at that exhibit, because
it’s where they’re gonna find something
that they can really give the kid,” Pike
said.
The Memphis Public Library and Le
Bonheur Children’s Hospital have also
expressed interest in receiving the exhibit
after its run ends in February, Spurlock
said, who added that the additional modules will roll out on an as-funded basis.
Combined with the institute’s ads on TV,
radio, written materials, trainings and
even T-shirts, the message could continue to grow with time. “For our education system to get better, for our criminal
justice system to reduce its numbers, for
our economic development to increase,
we need to pay attention to all children in
our community in these first three years
and realize the vulnerability that’s there
as well as the opportunity to do things
right,” Spurlock said.
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Gonitzke Named President
Of Foundation for Transplants

Lafeyette’s
Returns To
Overton Square

Kate Simone
ksimone@memphisdailynews.com

Bill Dries

Connie Gonitzke has been appointed president and CEO of the National Foundation
for Transplants. Gonitzke joined the Memphis-based organization in 2002 as a patient
advocate. In 2006, she was named director of resource development, and in 2008, she
became the senior vice president of development.
Hometown: Provo, Utah
Education: BA in communications
from the University of Memphis
Family: Married with two children
and three precious grandchildren. I
have three older brothers.
Favorite quote: I’ve always found
strength in Proverbs 3:4-5, “Trust in
the Lord will all thine heart, and lean
not unto thine own understanding.
In all thy ways acknowledge him,
and he shall direct thy paths.”
Favorite movie: “True Grit” with
John Wayne. I also love any old movie with Cary Grant, Audrey Hepburn
and Maurine O’Hara. I’ll take an old
classic any day!
What’s playing on my stereo right
now? I’m getting in the holiday
mood early this year, so it’s Cori
Connor’s Christmas album, “Sleepy
Little Town.”
Activities you enjoy outside of
work: A good road trip, walks and
bike rides, my piano, sewing, cooking and gardening.
What talent do you wish you had?

I love being active, but
wish I had more athletic
abilities. As a kid in school,
I got picked last many
times for teams.
Who has had the greatest influence on you?
My mother, a German
immigrant who was an
example of great faith and
who inspired me to have a
thirst for learning.

Gonitzke
When and how did you
become involved with
the National Foundation for
Transplants? It was a job I felt that
the Lord had saved just for me. I
walked into the office for my interviews and felt comfortable and at
home. I’ve been here over 11 years
now.
What are your goals in your new
position? Expand NFT’s network
and market our mission more widely
so many more people know who we
are and the great work we do.
What do you consider your greatest accomplishment? Professionally, the opportunity now to lead
NFT and help more patients in need.

Personally, raising two amazing children with my husband, Michael.
What do you most enjoy about
your work? Every day is an opportunity to help someone. We help patients in their darkest hours, when
they feel there is little hope. We ring
a bell in the office when we learn
someone received a transplant. We
feel the pain when their chance never came. There is never a dull day.

bdries@memphisdailynews.com

S

ome 38 years after it closed, the Lafayette’s Music Room brand is returning to a
revitalized Overton Square.
Loeb Properties announced Nov. 20 Beale
Street Blues Co. will open the space at 2119
Madison Ave. as a restaurant and music venue
with a soft opening target date of the Fourth of
July weekend. The 20-year-old Memphis company books live music.
‘We’re just ready to move east a little bit.
What we’re picturing is a Southern restaurant, live music seven days a week,” said Jack
Phillips, director of retail operations for Beale
Street Blues. “We’ll have two bands every day.
Early on we’ll have kind of a trio or an acoustic
set. … That will be kind of a quieter dinner
crowd, all ages.”
The second set, Phillips said, will be a fullon performance featuring both local bands and
touring acts.
“We hope to hook up with the Levitt Shell,”
Phillips said of the nearby Overton Park venue.
“Bands always look for two gigs in the same
town and if we can be that second gig for them
we are going to try to do all we can to do that.
… And there are so many talented musicians in
Memphis that don’t get seen by locals enough.”
It’s also a chance for Beale Street Blues to
showcase music for an audience that will be
much more local than the audiences that come

If you could give one piece of advice to young people, what would
it be? Pursue the quest for knowledge and truth, then use your skills
and talents to serve and help others.

(Memphis News/Bill Dries)

Jones’ practice focuses on
plaintiff’s personal injury
cases, primary in medical
malpractice and nursing
home litigation.

Griffin
Myiesha Griffin has been
appointed coordinator of
external communications
and social media at Christian
Brothers University. Griffin
recently earned a master’s
degree in corporate and
organizational communications with a social media
concentration from Northeastern University. She previously worked as sales and
marketing manager at Sprint
Nextel.
Les Jones of Burch, Porter
& Johnson PLLC has been
named a fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers.

Hope House has named new
board officers and members. The new officers are:
Frank Davis, president;
Doug Wright, immediate
past president; Bryan Mulroy, board secretary; Bobbie
McLaughlin, board treasurer; and Tracy Speake and
Sally DiScenza, members at
large. New board members
are J. William Appling, Dr.
Ellie Goughnour and Sally
Pace.
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz
PC has achieved the highest
number of Tier 1 metropolitan rankings in Tennessee
in U.S. News-Best Lawyers’
2014 “Best Law Firms,” with
94 practice areas ranked, and

in Memphis, with 33 practice
areas ranked.

tree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak
& Stewart PC has received
first-tier rankings in U.S.
News-Best Lawyers’ 2014
“Best Law Firms” in employment law – management,
labor law – management,
and litigation – labor and
employment.

Davis
Eric Davis has joined Tioga
Environmental Consultants
as an environmental scientist, and Phillip Gardner has
joined Tioga as a lead inspector and risk assessor.
Bass, Berry & Sims PLC’
Memphis has received Tier
1 metropolitan rankings in
U.S. News-Best Lawyers’
2014 “Best Law Firms” in 12
practice areas. The Memphis
office also received 11 Tier 2
metropolitan rankings.
The Memphis office of Ogle-

Scruggs
Daniel Scruggs has joined
Signature Advertising as a
copywriter. Scruggs graduated from the University of
Memphis with a bachelor’s
degree in advertising and
English. Erin Liddle has
joined Signature as a workflow manager. Liddle graduated from the U of M.

Beale Street Blues will bring Lafayette’s
Music Room back to Overton Square.

to see the live music it books in the Beale Street
entertainment district.
Lafayette’s will also have a more developed
restaurant than its original incarnation did in
the 1970s. The restaurant will serve lunch and
dinner with chef, writer and restaurant consultant Jennifer Chandler collaborating on a menu
featuring Southern cooking.
“We don’t want it to feel like it’s just a music
venue,” Phillips added. “We try to provide a
one-stop shop. It’s not just an in-and-out dining experience. You come to us and you hang
out for a few hours.”
The old Lafayette’s featured nationally
known musical acts including Barry Manilow,
Kiss and Billy Joel as well as Memphis’ own Big
Star. It closed after several years.
Bringing back the brand has capitalized on
the nostalgia that Loeb Properties has encountered since its revitalization of Overton Square
became more visible earlier this year after
years of laying the groundwork for the return
of the district as a theater district with a diverse
mix of businesses.
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UTHSC’s Chisholm-Burns Honored
Michael Waddell
mwaddell@memphisdailynews.com

D

r. Marie Chisholm-Burns
has been busy in her
first two years as dean
of the College of Pharmacy at the
University of Tennessee Health
Science Center.
This year she has maintained
a focus on overseeing the college’s diverse student body and
on keeping costs of attending
the college much lower than its
competitors, while also completing a Master of Business Administration program in August and
being honored this month as the
recipient of the 2013 Literature
Award for Sustained Contributions, given by the American
Society of Health-System Pharmacists Research and Education
Foundation.
“We have stayed very busy
in the last year and a half,” said
Chisholm-Burns, who was appointed dean of the College of
Pharmacy in late 2011 and took
over on campus near the end of
February 2012. “This is a great
school to be a part of, and I’m
honored that I’m here.”
This year the college has
teamed up with the College of Allied Health to offer more options
for students and has introduced
a new certification program in
medication therapy management. Chisholm-Burns has also
expanded on the college’s strong
relationship with the University
of Memphis.
“Now we have a strong
PharmD MBA, dual-degree program. Before, we had one or two
students graduate per year with a
PharmD MBA, and now we have
more than 10 students enrolled
in the program at the University
of Memphis," she said.
Adding to her hectic schedule this year, Chisholm-Burns
completed and graduated from
the MBA program in August in
order to be able to better advise
her students.
Enrollment numbers at the
College of Pharmacy over the
past two years have held steady,
with this year’s first-year class totaling 166 students. The student
body ranges in age from 20 to 47,
and 60 percent of students are
female.
“We’re very proud of our
diversity in terms of age, gender,
race and ethnic background,”
said Chisholm-Burns, who prior
to coming to UTHSC spent 13
years working at the University
of Georgia in the area of transplant medicine and then spent
five years as a department head
at the University of Arizona.
She has worked as a pharmacist
since 1992.
The UTHSC College of

Pharmacy maintains a footprint
throughout the state, with sites
in Nashville and Knoxville, but
all first-year students start out
in Memphis and then have the
option to stay or transfer to
another campus.
“We plan to increase our
presence in Nashville since
many of our students spend
the final year and a half there,”
Chisholm-Burns said.
On the Memphis campus,
the college moved into a new
building on Madison Avenue
early last year, and classes have
operated on the first four floors.
The fifth floor will be built out
early next year with lab space,
conference rooms and office
space. The bid process is not
complete yet for selection of the
construction contractor for the
fifth floor. That process should
be completed in the next few
weeks, and work on the sixth
floor will get underway in the
second half of next year.
Post-graduation, the college’s students had a 100 percent
success rate in June on the
North American Pharmacist

Licensure Examination, or
NAPLEX, administered by the
National Association of Boards
of Pharmacy.
“We typically have a 98
percent or higher board pass
rate, but to get 100 percent is
certainly something we are
proud of,” Chisholm-Burns said.
“After graduating from pharmacy school, many of our students
do residencies. We have a strong
residency program, and we are
affiliated with about 37 residencies per year.”
Student debt is an issue for
many hoping to attend college,
and Chisholm-Burns touts the
fact one year of classes at the
UTHSC College of Pharmacy
costs roughly $22,000, while at
competing colleges, that figure
generally runs in the low- to
mid-$30,000s per year and as
much as $40,000 per year in a
few cases.
“More than 97 percent of our
students that graduated last year
had jobs within three months of
graduating,” she said.
Capping off an eventful year,
Chisholm-Burns was honored

CHISHOLM-BURNS
last week with the American
Society of Health-System
Pharmacists Foundation’s 2013
Literature Award for Sustained
Contributions, which honors
important contributions by
pharmacists to biomedical

literature.
Chisholm-Burns’ extensive
work has appeared in more
than 260 publications, and she
has received approximately $8
million in external funding from
various organizations.

Community

Mid-South Fair Leaders Seek
Return to Memphis Roots
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

T

he president of the Mid-South Fair
says the nonprofit organization
wants to return to Memphis.
“We were told to leave our home,”
Michael Doyle, president of the fair, told
Memphis City Council members of the
fair’s departure as Memphis Mayor Willie Herenton made fifth-term plans for a
renovation of the Mid-South Fairgrounds
that originally included a new Liberty Bowl
Memorial Stadium.
That included demolition of several
buildings and the livestock stalls and barns
used by the fair.
The city did not renew the fair’s lease at
the fairgrounds in 2008, making the 2008
fair the last at the facility.
The board of the nonprofit voted to
move to Tunica in 2009 on 150 acres of
land across U.S. 61 from what was then the
Tunica Visitors Center. The state of Mississippi and Tunica County officials offered
incentives, fair officials said at the time.
But the move never panned out, and an
interim stay in Southaven became permanent. At least that seemed to be the case
until Johnson and Doyle showed up during

the council’s executive session Tuesday,
Nov. 19.
Doyle and fair director Jessie Johnson
talked to the council just before reporting
to their board of directors that this year’s
fair in Southaven saw attendance increase
18.9 percent from the year before, with
84,697 visitors.
“Most were from Memphis,” Doyle told
the council, adding that the fair feels limited by its current space, which caused the
fair to close its gates on a busy Saturday in
which 5,000 to 6,000 were waiting in line.
By contrast, fair attendance in Memphis peaked in the 1990s at 550,000 over
the 10-day event. But then it began to
decline gradually, and by its last year at the
Mid-South Fairgrounds, it was at 330,000.
“We’re Memphians located by chance
in Mississippi,” Doyle said. “We want to
return home somehow, someway.”
He and Johnson outlined a search for
100 acres with more asphalt than grass,
and utility and sewer connections. John-

son said the organization will probably
launch a capital campaign in three to four
months to raise funds for permanent offices on such a site.
In the Mid-South Fair’s move south of
the state line and a restructuring of the fair
organization, the for-profit Delta Fair &
Music Festival moved in with its event at
Agricenter International in East Memphis.
Delta Fair founder and organizer Mark
Lovell sought permission earlier this year
to use Tom Lee Park for a second fair that
he wanted to hold on the same dates as the
Mid-South Fair at the Landers Center in
Southaven.
The Riverfront Development Corp.
denied Lovell’s request, prompting him to
complain to the City Council.
In the process of checking out Lovell’s
claims, council member Myron Lowery talked with Doyle and Johnson,
who came to the council Tuesday with
word of their desire to bring the fair back
to Memphis.

For more local and national news, visit www.memphisdailynews.com
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Pote Builds Bridges Through Seedco Work
Richard Alley
Special to The Memphis News

S

eedco is a national nonprofit whose
mission statement since 1987 has
been “to advance economic opportunity for people, businesses and communities in need.”
This is done, says Lisa Pote, senior vice
president for Seedco’s Mid-South regional
office, by working with individuals and
businesses, and within the communities
themselves, “to be a contribution to the
communities that we’re in.” Seedco has
been working within Shelby County since
2004, and has 30 employees.
Pote was born and raised in Washington, received a bachelor’s degree from
Syracuse University and worked for Dun
& Bradstreet before moving to Nashville in
1994. There, she attended the University of
Tennessee-Nashville College of Social Work
for a master’s degree in social work with
a focus in management and community
practice.
She doesn’t do clinical work but,

instead, is a “bridge builder” who has a
passion for problem-solving and doesn’t
shy away from confrontation.
“I’m not afraid to step into the middle
of a difficult conversation to try and make
it better,” Pote said.
Leading a consultant practice for nonprofits at the Center for Nonprofit Management at the time, Pote was recruited
as the interim director of Seedco in 2011.
Saying she “always thought they would be
a great organization to work for because
the purpose of Seedco aligns with my own
mission personally and professionally,”
she nevertheless split her time between
Memphis and Nashville, unwilling to commit to the Bluff City.
While she’d been working across a
broad range of nonprofits, though not
necessarily for the purpose of poverty
relief, within a month the work she did in
Memphis, she said, “tugged at me.”
Going back to her personal mission
and how it aligns with that of Seedco’s,
Pote paints the picture: “My mother will
tell you that I pretty much popped out of
the womb trying to solve problems. We’re

all born with our own thing that we’re
meant to do. For me, weaving together
systems that don’t love to work together
because of their own rules – to make things
better for people – that really is, I believe,
my purpose.”
During her tenure as interim director
over that spring and into summer, no obvious leader rose to the top, and in August of
2011, with those missions aligning, it was a
natural leap into her role at Seedco.
“If you really are worried about making
people stronger, the No. 1 way, from my
perspective, you can do that is from work,”
she said. “Work stabilizes a person and a
family and a community.”
Seedco has a contract with the Tennessee Department of Human Services to do
welfare reform work and help thousands
make the transition off of public assistance
through its Families First program. They
have implemented a training project with
the Memphis BioWorks Foundation for
industry-specific training to move people
into higher-paying jobs.
Pote calls the statewide project to get
people enrolled into the health insurance

POTE
marketplace “our sweet spot.” Their first
statewide initiative to help consumers
shop, compare and apply for coverage, is
paramount to the mission “because those
are working Tennesseans that need access
to health care and don’t have it otherwise.”
For the full story, visit www.memphisdailynews.com.

G ov e r n m e n t

Council OKs Crosstown PLan,
Debates Schools Lawsuit
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

M

emphis City Council
members approved
the Crosstown
planned development Tuesday,
Nov. 19, marking the latest move
through local government for the
$180 million project with construction scheduled to begin late
this year or early next year.
The council also approved
a 2.13 percent hike in Memphis
Light, Gas and Water Division
water rates that take effect with
January meter readings.
MLGW president Jerry Collins
said it amounts to 31 cents more
a month on the utility bill of the
average residential customer in
Memphis.
Last year, the utility sought a 5
percent water rate increase and it
was voted down by the council.
Collins said the water rate
hike approved Tuesday by the
council is to meet an additional
$1.7 million in expenses in the
water division and avoid having
two consecutive years of negative
net income in the division. The
water division is forecast to end
the current year with $500,000 of
positive net income.
State laws allow the state to

set utility rates for a utility after
two consecutive years of negative
net income and Collins said those
Tennessee cities in which the
state has intervened have seen
rate hikes by the state that were
higher than what the utilities
involved had contemplated.
In committee sessions Tuesday, council members talked over
but delayed action on a resolution by council member Lee
Harris that would “halt further
spending” on legal fees by the
council in the federal lawsuit over
the reformation of public education in Shelby County.
The council discussion came
just hours before the Shelby
County Schools board approved
an agreement with Lakeland and
Arlington leaders on the issue of
suburban school districts that
include an end to the lawsuit.
“Without a resolution and
vote by this body, the litigation
never ends,” said Harris who is
a professor at the University of
Memphis Cecil C. Humphreys
School of Law. “There is no way
for these types of litigations, from
Beale Street to all of the others
running long-term litigation we

“

They need to pay
their way in a way
that doesn’t adversely
impact the city’s
citizens.”
– Council Attorney Allan Wade

are in, to come to a halt without
some sort of vote from this body.”
But council attorney Allan
Wade, who has represented the
council in the multisided and
multipart lawsuit that hits the
three-year mark in February, said
what the city has paid in legal
fees on the case compared to the
other sides is “like a gnat to an
elephant.”
“We have been in the background. We have been consulted,” Wade said. “We are at the
table and I think that’s where we
need to be.”
Harris argued the city’s objec-

tive in the lawsuit is “unclear.”
“The issue is they need to pay
their way,” Wade said, referring
to the suburban towns and cities.
“They need to pay their way in a
way that doesn’t adversely impact
the city’s citizens.”
The council also delayed action Tuesday on third and final
reading of an ordinance that
would create a retirement supplement for sanitation workers. The
council is now scheduled to vote
on the ordinance at its Dec. 3
meeting.
That is when the council is
scheduled to vote on a plan to
overhaul city sanitation services.
The plan, agreed to by Memphis
Mayor A C Wharton Jr. and the
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees, the union that represents
sanitation workers, would lead
to savings that would fund the
supplement.
The council delayed action on
the plan earlier this year saying
it wanted to vote on the overhaul of sanitation services and
the supplement as it also heard
Wharton’s highly anticipated proposal to fund more of the city’s

unfunded pension liability.
Wharton contends the supplement is not a pension. Some
council member disagree.
The council also delayed
voting Tuesday on a proposal
by Harris for $300,000 in city
funding for a set of concrete pads
Downtown for trash compactors
several Downtown businesses
plan to buy to stop using dumpsters. The item goes back on the
council agenda for the Jan. 21
council session.
Meanwhile, the council
approved on the first of three
readings a connected ordinance
that would drop the monthly
dumpster fee on Downtown and
Medical Center businesses with
dumpsters in public right of ways
from $500 to $200.
The council also approved
selling the old Highland Branch
library, 460 S. Highland St., to
the University of Memphis for
$475,000, which was its approximate appraised value.
The university plans to use
the old library as part of its larger
plan for reorienting the campus
entrance to a western border on
Highland.
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How to Handle
Your Child’s
Financial Trouble
Ray’s Take
You’ve finally reached the point where your
children are grown and launched, and are looking forward to a secure retirement, or at least a
slower financial headwind. Suddenly, catastrophe
strikes one of your kids. Should you help, even if it
could jeopardize your own future?
A lot depends on the nature of the problem.
Every situation is unique and there are no pat
answers. However, it’s wisest to proceed with caution. According to the AARP, people over 55 are in
the group most likely to declare bankruptcy. Medical expenses and debt are factors in this, along
with giving money to adult children. Too often
parents are so anxious to ride to the rescue they
wind up putting themselves in financial straits.
Obviously, if a child is suffering from a debilitating illness, you’ll want to help and should. But
in many circumstances, you might want to think
twice. A divorce, loss of a job, or some other major
financial setback is something almost everyone
faces at some time. A knee-jerk turn to parents
for help could be a sign that the adult child was
not engaged in wise financial planning to begin
with – there was no emergency fund or savings
to fall back on.
In cases like these, you can offer support
without necessarily opening your checkbook.
Just listening can make a big difference. Through
active listening you may pick up problem-solving
ideas or be able to make useful suggestions. If
suggestions are ignored in a search for fast cash,
a handout may be the worst thing you can do.
You could find a professional financial resource to help your child through the situation, or
enroll him in a financial planning seminar. If you
feel you absolutely must contribute financially,
have a clear understanding of boundaries. Remember, though, the best help is often to counsel
and encourage, and refrain from offering a bailout.
Dana’s Take
Teen and young adult messes get costly – cell
phones break and cars get wrecked. If we show
our kids that their mistakes are our problems to
fix, they may never stop sending us the bills for
their disasters – and worse, they may never grow
up. It’s hard to stop swooping in to the rescue, I
know. As a responsible parent, it’s up to you to cut
those financial apron strings so your children will
focus on their
problems and think seriously about how they
can solve them. This
is the only way they’ll
develop the financial
management
skills they
need to sucray & dana Brandon ceed in life.
rays of wisdom
The
sooner your kids learn those skills the better. If
they seem to be floundering, you can provide
guidance, but providing cash gifts or loans will not
only keep them from figuring out how to handle
things on their own, ultimately it could put a major
strain on your relationship.
Ray Brandon is a certified financial planner
and CEO of Brandon Financial Planning (www.
brandonplanning.com). His wife, Dana, has a
bachelor’s degree in finance and is a licensed
clinical social worker. Contact Ray Brandon at
raybrandon@brandonplanning.com.

m e m p h i s L a w Ta l k

Diverse Background
Translates Into Career
Richard J. Alley
Special to The Memphis News

“

It was something I’ve
always wanted to do
because I’ve always
been interested in
immigration work.”
– Tatine Darker

Amann-Darker Law Firm

L

egalese is the formal language
of the law that comes across
as gibberish to those without
a juris doctorate. For attorney Tatine
Darker, though, it’s just one more
etymological arrow in her quiver of
languages.
Darker and Robert Amann
have teamed together to open the
Amann-Darker Law Firm in Midtown
Memphis. Within the firm’s general
practice areas of federal criminal and
state criminal, immigration, divorce
and personal injury cases, Darker
plans to focus more on criminal
and immigration law, her areas of
expertise.
Born and raised in France to a
French mother and American father
who was a CBS correspondent,
Darker moved around to places such
as Russia and the Middle East as a
child. Most of her time, though, was
spent in the south of France and with
a grandmother who had emigrated
from Spain.
This multilingual upbringing
has been an asset in her immigration practice and is much of the
reason why she practices law in the
first place. A freelance courtroom
interpreter certified for French and
Spanish in immigration court, Darker
began to take notice of the proceedings and the players in the room.
“I thought, ‘You know what, I
really want to be a lawyer. I don’t
want to be just an interpreter,’”
she said.
She received an undergraduate
in languages and literature in France
and began work as a teacher while
there. A high unemployment rate
among young college graduates was
among the reasons she moved from
the southern region of France to the
southern region of the United States
permanently in her early 20s. “I didn’t
really like teaching that much, and
I wanted to change careers and also
make more money, so I came over

DARKER

here for the summer first to see how
it went and one thing led to another
and I stayed.”
She landed in Conway, Ark., her
father’s hometown, teaching French
at Hendrix College. After only a short
time, she moved to Memphis as vice
president of sales for the Hispanic
newspaper La Prensa Latina.
Upon her judicial epiphany, she
attended the University of Memphis
Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law.
After graduating with honors in 2008,
she went to work for the federal
public defender’s office as an appellate writer and researcher, which, she
says, “was actually great training out
of law school.”
Darker was promoted to assistant
federal defender and, though she
enjoyed the research, stepping out
from behind the books and into the
courtroom was an exciting change.
“I never thought I’d like it so
much,” she said. “I won my first four
jury trials in federal court.”
Darker was with the office for
six years, and at the beginning of
November, went into practice with
Amann.
“It was something I’ve always
wanted to do because I’ve always
been interested in immigration
work, and I wanted to go into private
practice and kind of diversify my legal
knowledge and try to build something, basically,” she said.
With the recent government
sequester and shutdown, Darker felt
the time was a good one.
“The office was really strained

for resources so I thought, ‘You know
what, this is the perfect opportunity
for me to do this,’ because it took a
little burden off of the office and also
allows me to branch out and do what
I want to do,” she said.
Darker helped start the Immigrant Justice Program for the Community Legal Center and is now vice
chair of the board. The pro bono
program for people with immigration
issues is “very near and dear to my
heart,” Darker said.
Married to Bruce VanWyngarden,
editor of The Memphis Flyer, the couple have two children each. Darker’s
son, Roman, is a student at White
Station High School. Her daughter,
Agatha Cole, recently graduated from
the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of
Law in New York and is home clerking
for Judge Bernice Donald on the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals.
“I have someone at home to constantly talk about the three things I’m
most interested in, which are the law,
shoes and clothes,” Darker said.
Darker has found her calling with
the law and hopes to use lessons
learned from past experiences to realize the rewards in her new endeavor.
“Our law firm right now is focused
on people. We cater to people who
have people problems,” she said. “For
me, being a lawyer is being able to
work with people and help them at
sometimes the most difficult time in
their life. And you get that in private
practice as much as you get that at
the federal defender’s office, and it’s
really meaningful and satisfying.”
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»

happenings
Shelby County Trustee David Lenoir and the Delta
Sigma Theta Memphis Alumnae Chapter will hold
“Home for the Holidays: A Housing and Economic
Empowerment Collaborative” Saturday, Nov. 23, from 8
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Hickory Ridge Mall, 6075 Winchester
Road. The event will include a small-business resource

Street near Graceland. The event will include
school bands and step teams, performances
by local artists and appearances by elected
officials.
B.I.G. for Memphis, a business interest group
that brings together Memphis Police colonels
and business leaders, will meet Tuesday, Nov.
26, from 9:45 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at Phelps
Security, 4932 Park Ave. Rev. Rick Carr, executive director of JIFF (Juvenile Intervention
and Faith-based Follow-up), will speak. Visit
phelpssecurity.com.

center, legal clinic, Homebuyer’s Corner, H.O.M.E.

» THE ARTS

financial literacy and budgeting workshop, and more.

The 2013 Memphis International Jazz
Festival will be held through Sunday, Nov. 24,
in Downtown Memphis and the South Main
Historic Arts District. Visit memphisinternationaljazzfestival.com for a lineup of events
and performances.

Visit memphisalumnaedst.org.

» Community
The Memphis Zoo will present Zoo Lights on
select nights Friday, Nov. 22, to Dec. 30 from
5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the zoo, 2000 Prentiss Place. The event will include light displays,
live reindeer, ice skating, a Ferris wheel, camel
rides and more. Tickets are $6 for members
and $8 for nonmembers; some activities cost
an additional fee. Visit memphiszoo.org.
The Methodist Healthcare Foundation
Cancer Center Luncheon will be held Friday,
Nov. 22, at 11:45 a.m. at The Peabody, 149
Union Ave. Actress Sally Field is the keynote
speaker. Tickets are $125. Visit methodisthealth.org/cancerluncheon for details.
The Downtown Memphis Commission and
the Memphis Redbirds will hold the annual
Flip-the-Switch tree-lighting party Friday,
Nov. 22, at 5 p.m. in Rockeyfeller Center in
AutoZone Park, 200 Union Ave. The event will
include live music, caroling, hot chocolate and
more. Visit downtownmemphis.com.
The Memphis Potters’ Guild will hold its
annual holiday show and sale Friday, Nov. 22,

through Sunday, Nov. 24, in the Goldsmith
Civic Center at Memphis Botanic Garden, 750
Cherry Road. Hours are Friday from 5 p.m.
to 8 p.m., Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is
free. Visit thememphispottersguild.com.
Graceland will hold its annual holiday lighting
ceremony Friday, Nov. 22, at 6 p.m. at the
Graceland Visitors Center, 3717 Elvis Presley
Blvd. Charles “Chip” Esten of ABC television
series “Nashville” will flip the switch. Cost is
free. Visit elvis.com.
Memphis College of Art will hold its 64th
annual Holiday Bazaar Friday, Nov. 22, from
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday, Nov. 23, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Rust Hall, 1930 Poplar
Ave. Admission is free. Tickets for a preview
hour Friday from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. are $20 and
include champagne and an MCA tote. Visit
mca.edu.
The Academy for Youth Empowerment will
host its 16th annual holiday festival parade
Saturday, Nov. 23, at 10 a.m., starting at
Southland Mall in Whitehaven, traveling north
on Elvis Presley Boulevard and ending at Craft

holiday inn continued from P19

united housing continued from P18

Balsley said the investment in the
re-launch was the largest in hospitality history. It was complemented by TV commercials and a combination of digital, tablet
and mobile placements, and online and
social media communications.
Among the hallmarks about the hotel
company officials also want customers to
know is that Holiday Inn was the first in
the industry to introduce online bookings
and to invite kids to stay and eat free. Also
this year Holiday Inn was awarded for
the third year in a row the distinction of
“Highest in Guest Satisfaction among MidScale Full-Service Hotel Chains” in the J.D.
Power 2013 North America Hotel Guest
Satisfaction Study.

“That’s been a huge lesson for us, learning
how to make that work.”
“It’s been a learning process because
of the existing orientation towards investors as opposed to owner-occupants,” he
said. “Here, the homebuyer owns them
and benefits from them directly.”
The homes include two MLGW meters, one that measures energy consumption and another that measures how
much energy the solar panels produce.
Homeowners receive a bill for the net
amount of energy used.
Bolding said he hopes Wolf River
Bluffs could lead to a broader rollout
of solar panels to homes across the
Memphis area.

spotlight continued from P13

The company more than weathered
the storm, growing over time, and now has
six employees and customers that reach
across the country and, soon, around the
world. Through branding firm Harvest Creative, Ramirez was introduced to the shoeselling giant TOMS and there are plans to
create custom displays from reclaimed
wood for its global retailers.
Jobs can come from the unlikeliest
of places. Ramirez said that a growing
number of clients are coming from the
curatorial website Pinterest with a piece
of furniture or cabinetry and, instead of
purchasing it for thousands, he builds it for
a fraction of the cost.

alzheimer’s continued from P12

nior Living will host Alzheimer's Association community education programs and
support groups in 17 of the 22 counties
that our West Tennessee regional office in
Memphis serves.”
The association is also currently
raffling off a BOB Revolution SE stroller
identical to one used by Jack Fussell in
his recent cross-country walk that raised
$24,000 for the Alzheimer’s Association.
On Dec. 17 from 7 pm. to 9 p.m., the
public is invited to the Painting with a
Purpose event at Painting With a Twist in
Germantown. Tickets are $35, and a portion of the cost benefits the Alzheimer’s

Playhouse on the Square will present
“Peter Pan” Friday, Nov. 22, through Jan. 5
at Playhouse, 66 S. Cooper St. Buy tickets at
playhouseonthesquare.org.
David Lusk Gallery will host an opening reception for “Arcadia” by Nancy Cheairs Friday,
Nov. 22, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the gallery,
4540 Poplar Ave. The exhibit will be on display
through Dec. 21. Visit davidluskgallery.com.
Germantown Performing Arts Center will
host Theatre Tout a Trac, presenting “Pinocchio,” Friday, Nov. 22, at 7 p.m. at GPAC, 1801
Exeter Road. Buy tickets at gpacweb.com.
The University of Memphis Department
of Theatre & Dance will present “Polaroid
Stories” Friday, Nov. 22, at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday, Nov. 23, at 2 p.m. in the U of M Studio
Theatre, 3745 Central Ave. Visit memphis.
edu/theatre for tickets.
The University of Memphis Opera will present Mozart’s “Cosi fan tutte” Friday, Nov. 22,
at 7:30 p.m. in Harris Concert Hall, 3775 Central Ave. Visit memphis.edu/music for tickets.

The University of Memphis Department of
Theatre & Dance will present “The Pillowman” Saturday, Nov. 23, at 7:30 p.m. and
Sunday, Nov. 24, at 2 p.m. in the U of M Studio
Theatre, 3745 Central Ave. Visit memphis.
edu/theatre for tickets.
The Mike Curb Institute for Music at
Rhodes College will host a jazz concert by
the George Coleman Quartet featuring Harold
Mabern Saturday, Nov. 23, at 7:30 p.m. in the
McCallum Ballroom of the Bryan Campus
Life Center at Rhodes, 2000 North Parkway.
Tickets are $20. Visit alumni.rhodes.edu/colemanquartet for details.
Germantown Performing Arts Center will
host Grammy Award winner Kathy Mattea
Sunday, Nov. 23, at 8 p.m. at GPAC, 1801
Exeter Road. Buy tickets at gpacweb.com.
Memphis Black Arts Alliance will present
the Jazz-A-Fire Ensemble on Sunday, Nov.
24, from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. at the FireHouse
Community Arts Center, 985 S. Bellevue Blvd.
Attendees can bring their own instruments for
a jam session during the second hour. Admission is $10. Email mbaafirehouse.gmail.com.
Germantown Performing Arts Center will
host the GPAC Youth Symphony Orchestra
Sunday, Nov. 24, at 3 p.m. at GPAC, 1801
Exeter Road. Buy tickets at gpacweb.com.
The Rhodes College (Almost!) Christmas
at St. Mary’s concert will be held Sunday,
Nov. 24, at 7 p.m. at St. Mary’s Episcopal Cathedral, 700 Poplar Ave. The 27th annual concert features the Rhodes Singers, women’s
chorus, men’s chorus and BealeCanto. Cost is
free. Visit rhodes.edu.
The Orpheum Theatre will present “Stuart
Little,” performed by the Dallas Children’s
Theater, Tuesday, Nov. 26, at the theater, 203
S. Main St. Visit orpheum-memphis.com.

“If we can prove this works, think how
many thousands of houses are out there
that could be retrofitted,” said Bolding.
Wolf River Bluff was very attractive to
officials at SRVS, a nonprofit that helps
people with disabilities by providing job
training and placement programs, community participation efforts, and residential living and occupational support
services. SRVS obtained a $690,000 grant
from the Tennessee Housing Development Agency for the development of Wolf
River Bluffs, and the first four homes at
Wolf River Bluffs are occupied by SRVS
customers.
“They can get out and meet their
neighbors, enjoy the parks and recreation
that are there and shop in the neighborhood,” said Tyler Hampton, executive

director at SRVS. “The idea is they can
enjoy their community and be a part of
that community as it grows.”
Wolf River Bluffs, built on a rolling,
wooded site, has been on United Housing’s drawing board for years. When
the local housing market bottomed
out, United Housing, which helped 284
families purchase a home and saved 257
homes from foreclosure during the 2013
fiscal year, was able to maintain the property until the market improved enough
for construction to start.
“It’s been a long time in the making,”
said Bolding. “We weathered the storm
and stayed the course and made it work.”
The original idea behind the development of Wolf River Bluffs was
sustainability.

Association.
“Painting With a Twist is very generously donating 50 percent of the registration fees to the walk. They will provide
all of the supplies. It will be a fun, social
time and a way for us to raise funds,”
Crowson said.
Earlier this month, the association
also partnered with Kirby Pines Retirement Community for a breakfast event,
as well as with the Memphis Grizzlies for
a Nov. 9 game at FedExForum in which
a portion of ticket proceeds benefited
the walk. Next month, the Alzheimer’s
Association will hold a First Friday event
Dec. 6 and a holiday open house Dec.
13 to honor its numerous support group

members and volunteers. On Friday, Nov.
15, The Gardens of Germantown Memory
Care assisted living facility put on its
second annual purple balloon launch for
Alzheimer’s Disease Awareness Month.
“It’s a networking event for our
residents, their families and industry
professionals, as well as a way for us to
create more awareness about Alzheimer’s
disease,” said Lisa Bobal, marketing
director at The Gardens. “Some of our
residents actually launch the balloons,
and they really enjoy it.”
The Gardens, which is about to celebrate its third anniversary, is currently
home to 59 residents, all with Alzheimer’s
or dementia.
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Opening of Eight-Mile Stretch Finishes
Long-Awaited Tenn. 385 Highway
Amos Maki
amos@memphisdailynews.com

S

tate and local officials will
cut the ribbon on the last
piece of Tenn. 385 on the
morning of Friday, Nov. 22, and
the eight-mile stretch of road
will open to motorists later in
the day.
The roughly eight-mile section between Macon Road and
Tenn. 57 in Piperton is the final
piece of a nearly 50-mile route
that travels from Millington
through Arlington and south
through Fayette County and into
Collierville before linking back to
Interstate 240 in the city of Memphis. Work on the $74 million
section began in November 2009.
Tennessee Department of
Transportation Commissioner
John Schroer and former Gov.
Winfield Dunn will join other
state and local officials for the 10
a.m. groundbreaking ceremony,
which includes a motorcade
from Collierville’s Town Hall. The
section that will be opened Fri-

day will be designated as Governor Winfield Dunn Parkway and
will open to motorists at 4 p.m.
Tenn. 385 was built to
provide a more direct route to
Collierville and Fayette County,
which have increasingly become
a destination for residents over
the last 15 to 20 years. Portions
of the state route eventually will
be included in Interstate 269,
the planned outer loop around
Memphis.
The opening of the final portion of Tenn. 385 comes as the
state prepares to launch a massive overhaul of the Interstate
40-Interstate 240 interchange.
“I do expect it to provide
an alternate route,” said TDOT
spokeswoman Nichole Lawrence.
The interchange work, to
start later this fall, is expected
to be completed in 2017. The
four-year project will encompass
Sycamore View Road to the east,
White Station Road to the west,
Walnut Grove Road to the south
and Covington Pike to the north.
The project will include

The roughly eight-mile section of Tenn. 385 between Macon Road and Tenn. 57 is now open.

News/Andrew J. Breig)

the state’s first four-level interchange, including a towering 75-foot-high flyover ramp
leading from the north loop of
I-40 to the eastbound lanes on

I-40. Crews will also complete
the dead-end ramp from westbound I-40 to the north loop and
replace the existing I-40 bridge
over the Wolf River. Officials said

(Memphis

the $109 million project, the
largest contract ever awarded by
the state, will improve traffic flow
on the interstate system and the
roads that lead to it.
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Create your own personalized set of Marketing Leads
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The Weekly
Crossword
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The Weekly Crossword
1

2

3

4

by Margie E. Burke
5

6

7

9
10
11
12
13
ACROSS
1 Dressed for a
14
15
joust
16
17
8 Did a lutz
14 Major or little
18
19
20
follower
22
23
24
21
15 South African
leader
25
26
27
28
16 Nimbly
30
31
17 "Arabian Nights" 29
character
32
33
18 Stein fillers
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
19 Button
alternative
43
44
45
20 ___ be an
47
48
46
honor...
21 Stately trees
49
50
51
22 Easy to break
52
53
54
55
56
24 Black gold
25 Stretch the truth 57
58
26 Sparkly
59
60
headpiece
27 Crack up
Copyright 2013 by The Puzzle Syndicate
29 Marvelous
31 Lemon peels,
DOWN
28 Work well
42 Courtroom
1 Carte lead-in
together
evidence,
sometimes
32 Umpire's call
2 Trappings of
30 Bugs, for one
sometimes
33 Commuter's
royalty
33 Cream of the
47 Right-hand page
3 Cliff Clavin's
crop
48 Gold digger?
option
coworkers
34 Burger extra
34 Upping the ante 50 River sediment
37 Position of
4 Looks up and
35 Earhart or
51 Frat party garb
control
down
Lindbergh
53 Give the
43 Big occasion
5 Wishes undone 36 Cuban coin
go-ahead
44 Library taboo
6 Snakelike fish
37 On edge
54 Ebay action
45 One with a habit 7 Martini order
38 Blog update
55 Hour after
46 ___ Lizzie
8 Evergreen
39 Diner staple
midnight
(Model T)
shrub
40 Dye ingredient
56 Filming site
47 Odometer button 9 Sack starter
41 Atomic center
48 Flaky rock
10 Dipstick word
Answer to Last Week's Crossword
49 Body art, briefly 11 Boring
S T E M
S T A Y
G R A S P
50 Usher's offering 12 Snobby sort
P O P E
W I R E
N O B L E
51 Work the soil
13 Bounces a baby
A M I D
E M M A W A T S O N
52 Tilted type
15 "Flashdance"
R E C I P E
B R O W
T O N
tune
54 Rural area,
C A T W A L K
R I P E
B U R
T E E N Y
C A N
19 Calcutta wrap
slangily
U N E A R N E D
M O D E S T
57 Stocking stuffer, 21 2003 Will Ferrell
S T O R I E D
M A R I N E R
maybe
film
H O R R O R
C A N T I C L E
58 Babe in the
22 Solidarity
G A T
M E L E E
E L K
woods
symbol
Week
of 11/11/13P- R11/17/13
A Y
V A N T A G E
59 Picturesque
23 Stool pigeon
R U N
H I N T
T E N N I S
26 Talk trash
cave
I N I T I A T I V E
D O T E
60 1981 film,
27 Color of a
C O Z E N
E M I R
O V E R
"Mommie _____"
cloudless sky
L E E S
N A M E
K N E A D
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HOW
TOTOSOLVE:

HOW
PLAY

Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; each column

must contain the numbers 1

to 9; and each set of 3 by 3

boxes must contain the

numbers 1 to 9.

Answer to Last Week's Sudoku
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public notices

Foreclosure Notices
Fayette County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated December 8, 2006, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded December 13, 2006,
as Instrument No. 06011003 in Office
of the Register of Deeds for Fayette
County, Tennessee, executed by Lorita
H. Goforth, conveying certain property
therein described to Dudley B. Bridgforth
Jr. as Trustee for The Citizens National
Bank of Meridian; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on December 9, 2013 on
or about 10:00 A.M., at the Fayette
County Courthouse, Somerville, Ten‑
nessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Fayette County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lot 35, Phase I, Sommerset Subdi‑
vision, as shown on Plat of Record
in Plat Book 8, Page 96, in the
Register’s Office of Fayette County,
Tennessee, to which plat reference is
made for a more particular description
of said property.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 105 Tate Drive,
Oakland, Tennessee 38060
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Lorita
H. Goforth
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286‑240337
DATED November 6, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Nov. 15, 22, 29, 2013
Fin11658

Foreclosure Notices
Madison County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of Trust
Note dated January 16, 2009, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded January 20, 2009, at
Book T1849, Page 622 in Office of the
Register of Deeds for Madison County,
Tennessee, executed by Marcus Lyles
and Twanna Lyles, conveying certain
property therein described to Sheila
B. Stevenson as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for American Financial
Resources, Inc., its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee.

NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee will, on January 9,
2014 on or about 11:00 A.M., at the
Madison County Courthouse, Jack‑
son, Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the Deed
of Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Madison County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at an iron pin on the North
margin of Fairmont Street (30 feet
from centerline at right angles) lo‑
cated South 88 degrees 00 minutes
00 seconds East a distance of 84.60
feet from the East margin of Briggs
Street; thence North 01 degree 44
minutes 40 seconds East a distance
of 105.48 feet to an iron pin; thence
North 89 degrees 12 minutes 33
seconds West a distance of 15.39
feet to an iron pin; thence North 01
degree 44 minutes 40 seconds East
a distance of 35.00 feet to an iron
pin at the Southwest corner of a lot
owned by Nora Stewart (Deed Book
581, Page 419); thence with the
South line of the Stewart lot, South 89
degrees 12 minutes 23 seconds East
a distance of 65.39 feet to an iron pin
in the West margin of a 15 feet alley;
thence with the West margin of said
alley South 01 degree 44 minutes 30
seconds West a distance of 141.53
feet to an iron pin on the North margin
of Fairmont Street; thence with the
North margin of Fairmont Street North
83 degrees 00 minutes 00 seconds
West a distance of 50.00 feet to the
point of beginning.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 311 Fairmont
Avenue, Jackson, Tennessee 38301‑
4119
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest in
the above-referenced property: Marcus
Lyles; Twanna Lyles
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286‑237057
DATED November 8, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Nov. 15, 22, 29, 2013
Fin11657
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated July 12, 2002, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded July 16, 2002, at Book T1392,
Page 569 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee,
executed by Christy Kirk and Randy C.
Kirk, conveying certain property therein
described to Arnold M. Weiss, Esq. as
Trustee for Wells Fargo Home Mortgage,
Inc.; and the undersigned, Wilson &
Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested

in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on January 23, 2014 on
or about 10:00 A.M., at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Ten‑
nessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Madison County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning on a stake in the East
margin of Southside Drive and in
the North line of JC Stanfill and runs
thence in a Northerly direction with
the East margin of Southside Drive
70 feet to a stake in the Southwest
corner ofalot conveyed to Bobby G.
Scoggins and wife by deed of record
in Deed Book 190, Page 303; thence
South 79 degrees East with Scoggins
South line 140 feet to a stake; thence
in a Southerly direction and parallel
with the East margin of Southside
Drive 70 feet to the North line of JC
Stanfill thence North 79 degrees west
JC Stanfills North line 140 feet to the
East margin of Southside Drive, the
point of beginning.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 56 Southside Drive,
Jackson, Tennessee 38301‑7631
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest in
the above-referenced property: Christy
Kirk; Randy C. Kirk; First Tennessee
Bank National Association
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286‑173797
DATED November 15, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
AUCTION.COM
Nov. 22, 29, Dec. 6, 2013 Fin11660
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated February 14, 2006, and the Deed
of Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded February 16, 2006, at Book
T1738, Page 164 in Office of the Register
of Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee, executed by Phillip H. Wilken, Jr.
and Connie F. Wilken, conveying certain
property therein described to Arnold M.
Weiss, Esq. as Trustee for Wells Fargo
Bank, N.A.; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on January 23, 2014 on
or about 10:00 A.M., at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Ten‑
nessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Madison County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Being Lot 724 in Section VII of Seven
Oaks Subdivision, a revised plat of
which appears of record in Plat Book

10, Page 2, in the Register’s Office
of Madison County, Tennessee, ref‑
erence to which plat is hereby made
for a more particular description of
said Lot showing its location and the
length and direction of its boundary
lines.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 178 Cambridge
Drive, Jackson, Tennessee 38305‑
7128
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Phillip
H. Wilken, Jr.; Connie F. Wilken
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286‑238975
DATED November 18, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
AUCTION.COM
Nov. 22, 29, Dec. 6, 2013 Fin11661
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated September 18, 2007, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded September 21, 2007, at
Book T1812, Page 411 in Office of the
Register of Deeds for Madison County,
Tennessee, executed by Julia Wilson and
Tim Wilson, conveying certain property
therein described to Kathy Winstead as
Trustee for JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.;
and the undersigned, Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed
Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority
vested in and imposed upon said Successor Trustee will, on December 19,
2013 on or about 10:00 A.M., at the
Madison County Courthouse, Jack‑
son, Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the Deed
of Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Madison County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
The following described lot or parcel
of real estate located, lying and being
in the Sixth Civil District of Madison
County, Tennessee, and more par‑
ticularly bounded and described as
follows, to‑wit:
Beginning at a point in the West right‑
of‑way of Lakeshore Drive, said point
is the Southeast corner of Lot Number
Seventeen (17) of Section I of Lake
Deforest Estates as recorded in Plat
Book 2, Page 217, in the Register’s
Office of Madison County, Tennessee;
thence South 09 degrees 51 minutes
East with the West right‑of‑way of
Lakeshore Drive a distance of 111.43
feet to a point; thence Southwesterly
around a curve that has a radius of
15 feet a distance of 26.36 feet to a
point in the North right‑of‑way of an
unopened street; thence North 89
degrees 09 minutes West with the
North right‑of‑way of said unopened
street a distance of 183.04 feet to
point; thence North 11 degrees 16
minutes West a distance of 94.68
feet to the Southwest corner of Lot
Number Seventeen (17); thence North
81 degrees 36 minutes East with the
South line of Lot Number Seventeen

(17) a distance of 197 feet to the
point of beginning and containing
0.49 acres, more or less.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 15 Shorepoint
Road, Oakfield, Tennessee 38362
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Julia
Wilson; Tim Wilson
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
700‑240973
DATED November 13, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
AUCTION.COM
Nov. 22, 29, Dec. 6, 2013 Fin11662
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated July 20, 2012, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded July 26, 2012, at Book T1931,
Page 87 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee,
executed by Betty Ann Livingston, conveying certain property therein described
to Holmes, Rich & Sigler as Trustee for
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee for Generation
Mortgage Company, its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on January 16, 2014 on
or about 11:00 A.M., at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Ten‑
nessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Madison County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Being Lot Number Two Hundred
Ninety‑eight (298), Section XV, North‑
meade Woods Subdivision, a plat of
which appears of record in Plat Book
6 at Page 65 in the Register’s Office
of Madison County, Tennessee.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 35 Dawson Cove,
Jackson, Tennessee 38305
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Betty
Ann Livingston; Estate of Betty Ann
Livingston; Unknown Heirs of Betty
Ann Livingston; Secretary of Housing
& Urban Development; Dell Livingston,
as Executor of the Estate of Betty Ann
Livingston
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
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announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1513‑239474
DATED November 15, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Nov. 22, 29, Dec. 6, 2013 Fin11664

Foreclosure Notices
Tipton County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated June 6, 2011, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded June 15, 2011, at Book 1516,
Page 621 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Tipton County, Tennessee,
executed by Samuel Wesley Ashcraft
and James M. Ashcraft, conveying
certain property therein described to
Glenn Balletto as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as
nominee for Mortgage Investors Corporation, its successors and assigns; and
the undersigned, Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on December 11, 2013
on or about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Ten‑
nessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Description of Lot 6 of Reed Subdivi‑
sion and being a part of the Guy Reed
property as recorded in Deed Book
548, Page 394 Tract No. 2, said
property being located on the West
side of Reed Lake Road and situated in
the 6th Civil District of Tipton County,
Tennessee, being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a found iron pipe be‑
ing the Northeast corner of Lot 6 of
Reed Subdivision and being a part of
the Guy Reed property as recorded
in Deed Book 548 Page 394, Tract
No 2, said iron being located on the
West row of Reed Lake Road having
a total row of 60 feet; thence in a
Southwestwardly direction, along
the East line of Lot 6 and said row
line, South 02 degrees 00 minutes 00
seconds West, a called and measured
distance of 198.00 feet to a set iron
post being the Southeast corner of Lot
6 and the Northeast corner of Lot 5
of Reed Subdivision and being a part
of the Guy Reed property as recorded
in Deed Book 548, Page 394, Tract
No. 1; thence in a Northwestwardly
direction, along the South line of Lot
6 and the North line of Lot 5, North
86 degrees 40 minutes 00 seconds
West, a called and measured dis‑
tance of 220.00 feet to a set iron
being the Southwest corner of Lot
6, the Northwest Corner of Lot 5,
also being in an East line of Lot 302
of Reed Subdivision, as recorded in
Plat Book 2, Page 57A; thence in a
Northeastwardly direction along the
West line of Lot 6 and the East line
of Lot 302 and Lot 303, North 02
degrees 00 minutes 00 seconds East,
a called and measured distance of
198.00 feet to a set iron post being
Northwest corner of Lot 6; thence in
Southeastwardly direction, along the
North line of Lot 6 South 86 degrees
40 minutes 00 seconds East, a called
and measured distance of 220.00 feet
to the point of beginning and contain‑

ing 1.00 acres more or less.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 1092 and 1094
Reed Circle, Drummonds, Tennes‑
see 38023
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest in
the above-referenced property: Samuel
Wesley Ashcraft; James M. Ashcraft;
Estate of Samuel Wesley Ashcraft;
Heir(s) of Samuel Wesley Ashcraft, if
any
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
902‑236907
DATED October 29, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Nov. 8, 15, 22, 2013
Fin11654
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated July 21, 2006, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded August 4, 2006, at Book 1291,
Page 88 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Tipton County, Tennessee,
executed by Carol Smith Michael K.
Smith Carol Smith Michael K. Smith
and Michael K. Smith, conveying certain
property therein described to Griffin,
Clift & Everton as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for Fremont Investment &
Loan, its successors and assigns.; and
the undersigned, Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on December 11, 2013
on or about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Ten‑
nessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lot 26, Section C, Faulkner Heights
Subdivision, as shown on plat of
record in Cabinet B, Slides 166 and
167A, in the Register’s Office of
Tipton County, Tennessee, to which
plat reference is hereby made for a
more particular description of said
property.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 253 Faulkner
Heights Drive, Atoka, Tennessee
38004‑6857
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Carol
Smith; Michael K. Smith; Carol Smith;
Michael K. Smith; Michael K. Smith
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor

Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286‑222366
DATED November 11, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Nov. 15, 22, 29, 2013
Fin11656
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated April 30, 2013, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded May 2, 2013, at Book 1588,
Page 634 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Tipton County, Tennessee,
executed by Racheal Belcher, conveying
certain property therein described to
Charles M. Ennis as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. as
nominee for Patriot Bank, its successors and assigns; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on December 11, 2013
on or about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Ten‑
nessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Described property in Tipton County,
Tennessee being Lot 46 of Rolling
Oaks Subdivision, Section B, Plat
Cabinet B, Slide 87, in the Tipton
County Register’s Office. Said Lot
being located on the West side of
Rolling Oaks Drive and situated in
the 6th Civil District of Tipton County,
Tennessee.
Beginning at a found iron post in the
West right of way line of Rolling Oaks
Drive (60 foot right of way) being the
North corner of Lot 46 and the South‑
east corner of Lot 45 of Rolling Oaks
Subdivision, Section B, Plat Cabinet
B, Slide 87; thence Southwestwardly
along the West right of way line of
Rolling Oaks Drive and the East line of
Lot 46, South 13 degrees 41 minutes
57 seconds West, a distance called
150.00 feet, but measured 150.15
feet to a found iron post In the West
right of way line of Rolling Oaks Drive
being the Southeast corner of Lot 46
and the Northeast corner of Lot 47;
thence Northwestwardly along the
South line of Lot of 46 and the North
line of Lot 47, North 76 degrees 16
minutes 25 seconds West, passing
through a found iron post on line at
254.47 feet, but in all a distance
called and measured 293.61 feet to
a point in the center of Cane Creek
and being the Southwest corner of
Lot 46 and the Northwest corner
of Lot 47; thence Northwestwardly
along the centerline of Cane Creek
and the West line of Lot 46, North
20 degrees 29 minutes 57 seconds
West a distance called and measured
102.67 feet to an angle point in said
Creek; thence continuing along the
centerline of said Creek and the West
line of Lot 46, North 17 degrees 21
minutes 16 seconds West, a distance
called and measured 76.29 feet to
a point in the center of Cane Creek
being the Northwest corner of Lot 46
and the Southwest corner of Lot 45;
thence Southeastwardly along the
North line of Lot 46 and the South
line of Lot 45, South 76 degrees 15
minutes 43 seconds East, passing
through a found iron post on line

at 38.04 feet, but in all a distance
called and measured 390.67 feet to
the point of beginning.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 117 Rolling Oaks
Drive, Munford, Tennessee 38058‑
4431
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest in
the above-referenced property: Racheal
Belcher
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286‑240407
DATED November 8, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Nov. 15, 22, 29, 2013
Fin11659
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated September 21, 2005, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded September 28, 2005, at
Book 1233, Page 640 and re-recorded
on October 12, 2005, at Book 1236,
Page 712 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Tipton County, Tennessee,
executed by Andrew W. Hefner and Lena
S. Hefner, conveying certain property
therein described to Monte S. Connell
as Trustee for American Mortgage
Services, Inc.; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on December 18, 2013
on or about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Ten‑
nessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner
of the residue of David Bradshaw’s
property recorded in Deed Book 695,
Page 590, of which this partition is a
part, said point being in the centerline
of Kellys Chapel Road (50 foot right
of way); then North 03 degrees 20
minutes 22 seconds East, 458.26

Related Info
Also read our daily edition, The Daily
News, in print or online every business
day for public notices for Memphis &
Shelby County.
Go to www.memphisdailynews.com or
call 683.NEWS for more information.

feet along the said centerline to a
point; then South 86 degrees 00
minutes 00 seconds East passing an
iron pipe found on the East right of
way line at 25.00 feet, but continuing
along the South line of Gina Morris
(Deed Book 874, Page 360) to an iron
pipe found; then North 04 degrees 00
minutes 00 seconds East, 165.00
feet along Morris’ East line to an iron
pipe found; then North 86 degrees 00
minutes 00 seconds West along Mor‑
ris’ North line, passing an iron pipe
found at 264.00 feet, but continuing
for a total distance of 289.00 feet to
the centerline of Kellys Chapel Road;
then North 04 degrees 58 minutes
29 seconds East, 183.06 feet along
the said centerline to a PK nail set;
then South 85 degrees 01 minutes
31 seconds East along the North line
of this partition, passing an iron pin
at 25.00 feet, but continuing for a
total distance of 603.10 feet to an
iron pin set in the West line of Theta
Rone (Deed Book 897, Page 721);
then South 03 degrees 03 minutes
38 seconds West, 776.51 feet along
Rone’s West line to an iron pin found
at the Northeast corner of Jimmy
Gurley’s tract (Deed Book 878, Page
372); then North 87 degrees 49 min‑
utes 45 seconds West along Gurley’s
North line, passing an iron pin found
at 588.87 feet, but continuing for a
total distance of 613.89 feet to the
point of beginning.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 2028 Kelleys
Chapel Road, Burlison, Tennessee
38015‑6452
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest in
the above-referenced property: Andrew
W. Hefner; Lena S. Hefner
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
848‑238944
DATED October 30, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Nov. 22, 29, Dec. 6, 2013 Fin11663
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Common Sense Says
Ballpark Deal is Bad

T

he good news is the St.
Louis Cardinals want
to buy the Memphis
Redbirds.
The bad news is the city
of Memphis would buy
AutoZone Park in the process.
And it has to be a done deal in six
weeks in which the project leaps to the
head of a long and growing list of requests for city money and/or the city’s
full faith and credit.
There is the Crosstown project, an
expansion of the Beale Street entertainment district, either an expansion of
the existing Memphis Cook Convention
Center or the construction of a new
one, an overhaul of the Fairgrounds
and the Memphis Police Department
moving into the old Memphis Police
station that has been unused for 30
years. And there is possibly Southbrook
Mall, a renovation project the administration of Mayor A C Wharton Jr. doesn’t
seem to want to say “yes” or “no” to.
We’ve said it before and we say it
again. No.
All things are not possible with
money from City Hall. But so far it is
hard to find an instance where the city
has even attempted to prioritize the
projects that just about anybody is
walking through the door with.
City Hall has financed two arenas
and rendered three of the city’s four
largest venues, including the first of the
two arenas, obsolete in 25 years. Buying
a ballpark shouldn’t be next on the list.
The Cardinals buying the Redbirds franchise is the only good part of

this deal.
Unfortunately, it is linked to the
worst part of this deal – the city buys a
ballpark.
A close second is the additional
amount the city would pay someone to
run the ballpark.
The claim that none of this money
will come from the city’s general fund
should be something that every home
features in needlepoint near its hearth.
We’ve heard it that much.
We don’t need to find the money
from a different pocket of what some
see as a pair of enormous cargo pants
at City Hall. We need City Hall to be
engaged in finding an alternative to
the city buying a ballpark to make
this work. City Hall has influence as a
broker.
But here we are with six weeks to do
the deal and it doesn’t appear anyone
ever talked about anything but the city
buying the ballpark.
AutoZone Park and the Redbirds
have made a contribution to the city’s
life and culture beyond the brick walls
of the ballpark at Third Street and
Union Avenue.
But this is not a business the
city government or any government
should be in.
This is precisely how we continue
to build things that are unsustainable.
It’s called timing. And this is not the
time for the city of Memphis to buy a
ballpark.
This isn’t a call for austerity. It’s a
call for common sense – for the city to
get its fiscal house in order now.

Online Marketing
Ideas for the Holidays
December is crunch time for
incentive to current customers to refer
retailers and B2B companies reliother prospective customers. You
ant upon crucial holiday sales to
might offer a private sale to only your
hit annual sales targets. In fact,
best customers with products not yet
Google reports that 70 percent
available to the public. Have them log
of consumers wait to make
in to a private sale webpage to access
holiday purchases until after
these products. When they do so,
Thanksgiving, with the majority
encourage them to invite friends
conducting at least some of
Lori turner- to join. When their friends make
wilson a purchase, drive even more sales
that shopping online.
guerrilla sales
While over-discounting
and marketing volume by giving both the current
can carry great risk,
and new customers credit on a
discounts and special bonus items used
future purchase.
sparingly to generate new customer trial,
You could provide your customers with a
can pay off. When offering special online
free rush shipping special in mid-December,
discounts, use this opportunity to gather
available only for a couple of days, for those
contact information before the discount
procrastinators looking for a way out of their
code can be accessed, as the natural barrier inevitable holiday panic.
to providing that information will be lower
Consider making festive changes to your
assuming the incentive is strong.
homepage each week of the holidays to
Embrace the upcoming holidays as
keep your site fresh and customers interthe time to boost social media engageested in returning, similarly to how Google
ment. Take a look at the reporting available
alters its homepage for holidays.
through Facebook, for example, to deterYou may choose to offer a pre-Black
mine the type of content you have posted in
Friday guarantee for online purchases:
the past that resonates most strongly with
If customers find a better deal on Black
those who have “liked” your page.
Friday, you’ll refund the difference. This
Create a December content stratstrategy encourages early sales and allows
egy that focuses on those most engaging
you to compete with big-box retailers.
themes and promote those posts, which
No matter what strategy you leverage,
will exponentially increase the number of
be sure to utilize a unique tracking code
people with the opportunity to see your
each time so that you can assess what’s
content. Paid posting is also now available
working in real time and repeat those stratethrough Twitter. If you have an ecommerce
gies before the year closes out.
site through which you sell products online,
then be sure to heavy up your paid posts on
Lori Turner-Wilson is an awardCyber Monday and Tuesday.
winning columnist and CEO/founder of
If you opt to avoid the standard disRedRover Sales & Marketing, www.redrovercounting route, consider offering a financial
company.com.

Summer Avenue is Our Kind of Street
MEMPHASIS

dan conaway

A DIFFERENT KIND OF ADDRESS.
The sticker on the door of Elwood’s
Shack – sort of on Summer and sort of
in Lowe’s parking lot – said “Summer
Ave. is my Poplar.”
When I was about 3, the very first
one in the world opened. And changed
the way the world traveled. The very
first one had a phone and a TV in every
room when others had one or the other
or neither. It had a swimming pool. It
had a restaurant. It had a name inspired
by a Fred Astaire and Bing Crosby
movie and a flashy, flashing arrow of a

sign out front inspired by a neon nightmare. And kids like me, and millions
and millions since, stayed for free.
The first Holiday Inn in the world
was on Summer.
When I was about nine, Sally Metcalf and I sat out in front of the very
first one in Memphis. We had a very
cool box in our laps that had separate
compartments for our hamburgers,
our chocolate shakes and for the best
French fries in the world, hand-cut in
the basement of the brand-new building behind us – a building that had a
hamburger man on it winking at us, just
like he did from the side of that box and
on the wrapping of that hamburger.
The first McDonald’s in Memphis
was on Summer.
When I was about 15, Pete Bale and
I snuck into the original Summer DriveIn in the trunk of Steve Boswell’s 1949
vomit green Oldsmobile and had to dive

into the ditch surrounding the place to
avoid capture by the thugs employed to
catch miscreants like us. When I was 17,
I got carded at the new Summer Twin
Drive-In trying to get in to see “Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?” My college girl
date thought I was 18. Seriously busted.
The firsts that occurred in those
drive-ins, some unforgettable and
others best forgotten, we won’t go into
now, but suffice it to say, they, like Summer itself, have marked my passage
here.
From Hollywood and the Angel Food
Ice Cream bar and Schwinn Bicycle
Shop of my youth to the Mexican magic
ice cream of today’s La Michoacana
just past Graham. Over the overpass by
the scowling Mrs. Pat of Pat’s Pizza of
my college years, out past the mirrored
windows and biscuits of Ferguson’s,
past Leahy’s Tourist Court and Monte’s
Drive-In – which would become Monte’s

catering further east which would, I
swear, become a funeral home – on
past all-night bowling at Imperial Lanes
and all-night God-knows-what at the
Palomino Motel.
Then and now, the sort of seamy,
steamy soil of Summer Avenue – a little
respectability here and there and a
whole lot of quirky shtick everywhere –
seems to be fertile ground to grow the
different and the interesting.
If Poplar is where we’re supposed to
go to see what we’re supposed to see,
Summer is the back of the house where
we see how it’s done.
I’m a Memphian, and there’s a lot of
Memphis on Summer.
Dan Conaway is a lifelong Memphian, longtime adman and aspiring local character in a city known
for them. Reach him at dan@
wakesomebodyup.com.
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Preview Party
Beneﬁting Literacy Mid-South

Unique works of art inspired
by local artists' favorite book
More than 3500 new books for sale under $5
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE 2014 BOOK OF CHOICE

December 13th
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

Germantown Community Theatre
Tickets $25 online/$35 at the door
OPEN BAR, HORS D'OEUVRES,
& MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
[ART & BOOK SALE OPENS TO THE PUBLIC DEC. 14TH AT 9AM]

Purchase tickets online at
www.literacymidsouth.org
sponsored by

BAKER
DONELSON
BEARMAN, CALDWELL & BERKOWITZ, PC

US
HU OHH

Art & Book Sale
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Reviving 5,000 years of civilization

More than an art...

“The dances were graceful and beautiful!

There was something pure, bright and very dignified about
them.”

Top classical artists from around the world
Ancient artistic traditions
Beautiful art stemming from inner beauty

T

he people of China have long
held that their magnif icent
culture w as a gi f t f ro m th e
heavens. Art was primarily a means
to explore the connection between
humankind and the higher universe.
Artists cultivated virtue in themselves
because they felt that to create art
worthy of the divine, there must first
be inner beauty and purity. Shen Yun

—Anna Liceica, former Soloist of American Ballet Theatre

follows in these ancient traditions.
Shen Yun artists believe that just
mastering the sur face of the ar t
is not enough, as it is the heart of
the artist that the audience feels.
So they take the wisdom and values
of traditional Chinese culture as part
of their lives. These inspire them to
nurture goodness in themselves on
their path to artistic perfection.

“My heart was open and I started to cry. I’m just blown away
by this performance. I’m awestruck. The spirit of hope,

beauty, and blessing... is a fabulous gift to us.”
—Sine McKenna, award-winning Celtic singer

“Reclaiming the divinely inspired cultural heritage of China."
—Donna Karan, creator of DKNY

Shen Yun Orchestra
oNe-oF -A-KIND oRCheSTRA, WITh ITS All-oRIGINAl
CoMpoSITIoNS, BleNDS eAST AND WeST lIKe No oTheR

“The orchestra is top-notch... Very powerful and well played!”

CANNON CENTER for the Performing Arts
255 North Main St, Memphis, TN 38103

Jan 4, 2014 Sat. 7:30pm
Jan 5, 2014 Sun. 2:00pm

Shenyun.com/memphis
TicketMaster.com

Hotline: 866-818-7844
Box Office: 901-576-1269

—Gary Daverne, conductor of the Auckland Symphony Orchestra, New Zealand

ON THE LEFT - PIPA: It is considered the

“king of all Chinese folk instruments” and its
structure is based in cosmology. It can create
a gentle and fluid sound.

ON THE RIGHT - ERHU : It has a history

of over 4,000 years and has a soul-stirring
sound. The Chinese people believe that the
erhu sounds closest to the human voice.

